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ABSTRACT 

ALABBASI,YAHIA,A.,Masters 

June : 2019, Masters of Science in Civil Engineering 

Title: Discrete Element Modeling of Railroad Ballast Under Simulated Train Loading 

Supervisor of Thesis: Dr. Mohammed, F, Hussein . 

Ballasted tracks have been widely used in many countries around the world. 

Ballast layer is the main element in ballasted track. After service, ballast aggregates 

degrade and deform. Periodical maintenance for ballast layer is required; which is a 

cost and time expensive activity. Researchers used numerical approaches to understand 

the behavior of railroad ballast that leads to efficient design and maintenance. The 

Discrete Element Method (DEM) has been used increasingly to understand the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast, more frequently through box test. Most 

researches in the literature simulate the train loading as a pure continuous sinusoid 

based on train speed and axle spacing; unlike the actual loading induced by trains. This 

study aims to show the influence of simulated train loadings on ballast mechanical 

behavior using DEM via box test. The study utilizes the theory of Beam on Elastic 

Foundation to simulate a more realistic train load. The results from the more realistic 

simulated train load are compared with those from a sinusoidal load. The compared 

results highlight the influence of the simulated train load on the mechanical behavior 

of railroad ballast. 
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CHAPTER 1: RESEARCH INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

In many countries around the world, railways play a vital role as a mean of 

transportation. Railways have many advantages with relative to other means of 

transportation. Railways cover long distances in high speed. It is cheap, safe, efficient 

and environmentally friendly mean of transportation [1-3]. Moreover, railways are 

considered as a public welfare for many countries around the world [4].  

A railway track is considered as the basic element of railway infrastructure as 

shown in Figure 1 . A railway track is the supporting platform that transforms the trains’ 

loads from track superstructure to track substructure. Trains run on different railway 

track systems; ballasted and ballast less (e.g. slab and embedded track) systems [5]. The 

ballasted tracks have the majority usage in the world as they were introduced with the 

invention of railways [6] and their low construction cost [7] compared to new ballast 

less tracks. Ballasted tracks have lower construction cost and higher maintenance cost 

compared to ballast less tracks. 
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Figure 1: Railway Infrastructure’s components reproduced from [8]. 

A ballasted track consists of two main structures: superstructure and 

substructure [9]. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the main elements of typical ballasted 

track. In general, good knowledge of track superstructure is gained through research 

and experience throughout the years. However, substructure mechanical behavior still 

not fully understood with relative to superstructure components. The importance of 

ballast element in ballasted track beside the needs of costly maintenance [10, 11] raise 

the interests to increase the research work on understanding and estimating the 
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mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. This leads to better ballast design and efficient 

maintenance.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Side view of typical ballast track [9]. 

 

Figure 3: Cross section view of typical ballast track [9]. 
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1.2 Research Motivation 

Ballasted tracks were introduced with the invention of railways. There is a huge 

number of ballasted tracks around the world. The main advantage of ballasted track is 

the low construction cost. However, the maintenance cost is quite high. This is 

considered as the main reason of the introduction of a new ballast less track systems 

(e.g. slab tracks) recently, despite the associated high construction cost.  

Nevertheless, improving the understanding of the mechanical behavior of 

railroad ballast has a positive impact on ballast material from environmental and 

financial perspectives.  This is considered as one of the main motivation of this study, 

to develop a good understanding of ballast mechanical behavior which leads to a better 

alternative of substructure material for railway tracks to be used considering the 

financial and environmental aspects. 

Other motivation of this research is the potential demand in the Gulf region to 

have railway lines connecting the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. The 

initial phase of railway project between the GCC countries determines the need of five 

lines for passenger and freight. The final phase of the project is in 2030. Moreover, the 

availability of national resources for railroad ballast material (e.g. Qatar’s Rock) inside 

Qatar (Figure 4) and GCC countries supports the demand of this project; and raises the 

research interests and awareness about ballast behavior in the region.  

In a brief, sorting out the main challenges, issues and concerns related to ballast 

material increase the attraction and potential towards the use of an economic and 

environment-friendly track material. This can be done by the good development of 

knowledge and understanding about ballast mechanical behavior; which leads to better 

ballast design and efficient maintenance. 
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Figure 4: Geological map of Qatar [12]. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

It is vital to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast which leads 

to better ballast design and efficient maintenance. To understand the mechanical 

behavior of railroad ballast using either numerical or experimental work, it is essential 

to apply a proper and more realistic train loading on ballast layer. This represent the 
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scenario in the field. Train loading has different shapes based on various parameters 

like train weight, train velocity, car length, axle number and axle spacing.  

1.4 Aims and Objectives 

This study aims to develop a better understanding of the mechanical behavior 

of railroad ballast under simulated train loading cases; to investigate the influence of 

different simulated train loading cases on the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. 

To achieve the aim of this study, DEM is used to understand the mechanical 

behavior of railroad ballast under simulated train loading cases. EDEM [13] software 

by DEM Solutions is used for DEM analysis of railroad ballast material. Microsoft 

Visual Studio [14] software is used as a language platform to develop the force control 

mode via C++ language. MATLAB [15] software is used for loading cases analysis. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

This section provides a brief outline of the thesis. This thesis consists of six 

chapters.  

Chapter 1, provides brief introduction of the research done in this thesis 

including research motivation, problem statement, aims and objectives.  

Chapter 2, provides an intensive background related to ballast material. It 

highlights the key characteristics of railroad ballast that influence its mechanical 

behavior. Furthermore, it provides a general background about the different approaches 

used in the literature to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast material. 

Chapter 3, reviews the literature about understanding the mechanical behavior 

of railroad ballast using Discrete Element Method through box test. The chapter reviews 

the different perspectives of ballast modeling using DEM through different sections. 

Chapter 4, explains the modeling methods and procedures used to model the 

behavior of railroad ballast under different simulated train loading cases. 
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Chapter 5, consists of two main sections; analysis and results and discussion. In 

the analysis section, some perspectives related to this study and described in Chapter4 

are analyzed. Those perspectives produce results that require analysis. The second 

section (results and discussion) highlights and discusses the main results of this study 

form macroscopic and microscopic scales.   

Chapter 6, provides a brief conclusion of this thesis and recommendations for 

future research work. 
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH BACKGROUND  

2.1 Introduction 

Railroad ballast is the basic material of railway track. Railroad Ballast layer is 

a granular material that consists of ballast aggregates. Ballast aggregates are a result of 

crushed rocks. Those crushed rocks are identified as parent rocks. The characteristics 

of railroad ballast is based on the characteristics of parent rocks. Railroad ballast has 

special characteristics that contribute to its functionality. 

It is essential to know and understand the material characteristics that influence 

the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast; to select the proper railroad ballast material 

and develop better understanding of ballast mechanical behavior. Ballast material 

selection depends on material characteristics. The proper material selection helps 

ballast to function properly and be maintained efficiently.  

It is important before presenting a review of the literature to introduce some 

background and information about the recommended characteristics that influence the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast; and the different approaches used in the 

literature to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast material. This will 

help with the presentation of literature review as well as the discussion in the following 

chapters. 

2.2 Characteristics of Railroad Ballast Material 

Railroad ballast material has specific characteristics that help ballast layer to 

function and maintain its functionality under train loading properly. This section begins 

with a brief information from the literature about the key functions of railroad ballast. 

It presents the main and recommended characteristics that influence the mechanical 

behavior of railroad ballast. 
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2.2.1 Ballast Functions 

Many researchers [8, 9, 16, 17] emphasized on the significance of ballast layer 

and summarized its main roles as discussed in the following sentences. It transmits the 

loads from the superstructure to the ground and act as a bearing platform. It enhances 

the track stability as it provides the sufficient vertical, lateral and longitudinal 

resistance. Furthermore, ballast layer reduces the resulted noise and vibration due to 

dynamic forces from wheels and rails by providing resilience and damping. Moreover, 

the ballast layer provides the track with many voids to pass dirt and a good have 

draining property. Besides, ballast resists the frost action and reduces vegetation. 

Ballast can be divided into four zones as shown in Figure 5. Each zone in the ballast 

layer has certain contribution to ballast functionality as described by Sadeghi et al. [18] 

in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: Ballast portions described by [18]. 

 

Figure 6: Contribution of each ballast zone to the ballast layer functionalities [18]. 
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2.2.2 Ballast Parent Rock 

Ballast aggregates are a result of crushed rocks. It is important to know the type 

of the ballast parent rocks as it affects ballast strength related properties like  particle 

size, shape, cleavage fracture, porosity and angularity [18]. Moreover, ballast parent 

rock characteristics influence the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast under real 

traffic loadings [19, 20].  

Ballast parent rock can be estimated by petrographic analysis. Petrographic 

analysis is an evaluation of the source, composition and nature of the hand-sample 

material under microscopic vision of thin sections of the specimen by an expert 

petrographer. Raymond [21] considered petrographic analysis as an important test in 

selecting ballast material and he concluded that petrographic analysis can be a valuable 

estimation to the shape and porousness of railroad ballast.  

Sadeghi et al. [18] classified the parent rock of ballast aggregates into four 

classifications as shown in Figure 7. Extrusive igneous rocks (rheolite, andesite and 

basalt) are the most sufficient parent rocks for railroad ballast. Followed by 

metamorphic then sedimentary rocks and finally slag as the weakest rock to be chosen 

for railroad ballast. Indraratna [22] stated that the main parent rocks that are used to 

derive railroad ballast are igneous or metamorphic rocks and this is why ballast 

morphology usually consists of rheolite, dolomite, basalt, gneiss, quartzite and granite 

minerals.  
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Figure 7: Railroad ballast parent rock classification by [18]. 

2.2.3 Particle Size Distribution 

Ballast aggregates are narrow graded, large, angular, free of dust and dirt, not 

disposed to cementing action and derived from crushed hard rock material [23]. The 

Particle Size Distribution (PSD) of railroad ballast has a significant influence on ballast 

performance under real track conditions. Ballast strength, deformation resistance and 

drainage properties are dependent on ballast PSD. Ballast aggregate size gradations are 

commonly narrow not broad. Broad graded ballast aggregates layer provides strength 

and resistance to deformation with relative to narrow graded ballast aggregates layer; 

because of the low void ratio and the dense arrangement of particles [24, 25]. Broad 

gradation provides low capacity for fouling material to be stored and low drainage 

features to the track as well as challenges in material handling and delivering due to the 

high chance of segregation during construction. But narrow graded ballast aggregates 

layer provides good void capacity for fouling storage, good drainage capability of the 

track and easy handling during construction as it is not exposed to segregation. Selig 
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[26] suggested that the perfect ballast particle sizes are in the range of 10-50 mm with 

some aggregates outside this range. However, there is no specific ballast gradation to 

be used everywhere, as each railway association has its own ballast gradation 

specification. However, the most general used and recommended PSD of railroad 

ballast is narrow gradation with a particle size range almost of 10-60 mm. 

2.2.4 Particle shape, angularity and texture 

Ballast aggregates’ shape, angularity and texture have the main contributions to 

the ballast slipping resistance and particle breakage. Ballast aggregate significantly 

influences the material strength [27]. Angularity and texture of ballast particles are the 

major influences of material slipping resistance. Surface texture is considered as the 

main factor of surface friction. Rough surface particles have more friction than smooth 

surface particles. 

The recommended ballast particle’s shape that mostly contribute to ballast 

strength is well-proportioned particles that are almost cubical not elongated, flaky or 

rounded shapes [9, 21, 28]. Elongated and flaky particles have certain dimensions larger 

than others; this leads to certain weak plane that could break quickly under loading and 

may be a reason of slip failure. Rounded particles are stronger under loading than flaky 

and elongated, but they have very low slipping resistance due to high rolling properties 

derived from their shape. Number of researchers [10, 24, 29, 30] observed that the more 

the ballast is angular the more the interlocking between internal particles occurs, which 

raises shear strength and slipping resistance; unlike sub rounded and rounded particles. 

Selig and Waters [9, 24] discussed that ballast angularity and roughness have positive 

and negative impacts on ballast performance. They noted that ballast aggregates with 

high angularity and roughness properties have higher chance of particle wearing and/or 

breakage due to the small contact surface areas that causes high internal stress. Even 
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though, they recommended to select rough and angular aggregate for railroad ballast 

material as the advantage of high bulk shear strength dominates the disadvantage of 

high probability of particle wearing and/or breakage.  

2.2.5 Abrasion and Crushing Resistance 

Loadings from the frequent passage of trains cause stress on the ballast layer, 

especially at the top part of ballast where the stress is maximum [31, 32]. This stress 

could cause particle breakage. There are two types of ballast breakage. The first is 

corner breakage by which the sharp corners of the particles break. The second is particle 

splitting breakage by which weak aggregate breaks into smaller fragments. Corner 

breakage occurs mostly under low confining pressures while splitting breakage occurs 

mostly under high confining pressures [33].  Ballast particle breakage is the main cause 

of  the track permanent differential settlement [34]. Ballast layer has the main 

contribution to track settlement; 50–70% of the total vertical deformation is from the 

ballast layer [9].  

There are two conventional tests used to identify the ability of ballast under 

abrasion and crushing. The Los Angles abrasion test (LA) and Mill Abrasion test (MA). 

LA measures the crushing resistance of ballast to estimate the strength of ballast particle 

against brakeage under the tie. For railroad ballast low values of both LA and MA are 

preferred.  

2.2.6 Ballast Fouling Degree 

The voids in the ballast layer provide drainage and storage of fouling material 

for the track. Ballast fouling over time may be one of the key reasons of the track 

deterioration, alignment and poor drainage.  Over time of service, the large voids will 

be filled of fouling materials, which reduce the permeability and increase the presence 

of water in ballast layer. Ballast fouling prevents ballast layer from functioning as a 
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drainage layer for the track. Ballast fouling has a significant influence on the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast.  

Selig [26] considered the significant influence of fouling on ballast layer when 

10% or more of ballast aggregates are fine size aggregates. Lim [35] found 

experimentally that fouling material influences the mechanical behavior of ballast layer 

positively or negatively based on different factors such as fouling material, degree of 

fouling and the water content. Han and Selig [36] found that as the fouling degree 

increased the settlement of ballast layer increased for all fouling materials through 

experimental tests. They found that water content of ballast influenced ballast behavior 

for different fouling degrees and fouling. Furthermore, they concluded that the increase 

of water content with the increase of fouling degree for ballast layer caused a dramatic 

increase in the layer settlement due to the extra lubrication of wet fouling materials 

between ballast particles. Lubrication affects the shear strength of ballast layer as it 

rises the pore water pressure. As pore water pressure increases, effective stress 

decreases and this leads to lower shear strength. Therefore, ballast settlement and 

plastic deformation are mostly observed in the pore drained ballast layer due to the high 

fouling degree.  

Selig and Waters [9] found that the fouling material sources for railroad ballast 

layer are different as shown in Figure 8, where the main sources of fouling materials 

are: particle breakage of ballast (76%), infiltration from sub-base (13%), infiltration 

from ballast surface (7%), infiltration from sub-grade (3%) and sleeper wear (1%). 

Where ballast breakage is due to; handling, thermal stress, chemical weathering, 

tamping damage and/or traffic loading. The track surface infiltration source is from; 

ballast, train, windblown, water borne and/or wet spots. The underlying granular layer 

infiltration is due to; old track bed breakdown or/and sub ballast particle migration from 
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poor gradation. Selig and Waters [9] concluded that breakdown of ballast has the 

highest contribution to ballast fouling in North America. However, in British railways 

the biggest source to ballast fouling is external wagon spillage and airborne dirt [9]. In 

Qatar and GCC countries, it is crucial to consider the presences of sand fine particles 

(from sand storms) in ballast layer and the different maintenance methods to be used 

for sand extraction.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: Sources of fouling material reproduced from [9]. 

Ballast fouling degree can be measured by fouling index as well as it can be 

classified based on the fouling index. There are various fouling indices used in the 

literature. Selig and Waters [9] defined the fouling index (FI) as the summation of the 

percentage of weight of fouled material that passes through a 4.75 mm and 0.075 mm 

sieves. Ionescu [37] modified Selig and Waters’ fouling index to outfit used ballast 
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material in Australia as Selig and Waters defined their fouling index based on their 

study in North America. The previous indices are based only on the weight of fouling 

material. However, Feldman and Nissen [38] introduced the Percentage Void 

Contamination (PVC) ratio which include the variations of fouling material’s specific 

gravity. PVC is the ratio of bulk fouling material volume to the clean ballast voids 

volume. But they did not consider the effect of particle size distribution of fouling 

material in their ratio. Indraratna et al. [39] introduced the Void Contaminant Index 

(VCI) which include the influence of many parameters like void ratio, specific gravity 

and particle size distribution of both fouling material and ballast.  

2.3 Ballast Material Selection Standards 

Ballast material selection should be based on the recommended characteristics 

of railroad ballast as discussed in the previous chapter. There are different standards 

and specifications for railroad ballast material selection by different railway 

transportation agencies worldwide. Each standard has different specifications to 

determine the properties of railroad ballast discussed above.  Some of the used 

standards for railroad ballast material selection and their agencies are shown in Table 

1. The most common standards used around the world for ballasted tracks are from 

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association and British 

Standards Institutions.  
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Table 1: Railroad Ballast Standards Used in Ballast Material Selection 

Standard Agency 

Manual of Railway Engineering- 

Section 1, Roadway and Ballast. 

American Railway Engineering and 

Maintenance of Way Association 

(AREMA) 

Aggregates for Railway Ballast - BS 

EN 13450:2013 

British Standards Institution 

Aggregates and rock for engineering 

purposes Railway ballast - AS 

2758.7:2015 

Standards Australia 

Railway - Ballast - Requirements and 

Test Methods - NBR 5564:2011 

Brazilian Standards 

 

 

2.4 Loading Exerted on the Ballast Layer 

The main role of the ballasted track substructure is to distribute and transmit the 

traffic loads from the superstructure to the ground. The substructure of the railway track 

is exposed to different types of loads. Selig and Waters [9] classified the loads exposed 

to ballast layer into two main types; vertical and sqeezing loads. Additionally, the other 

minor loads like lateral and longitudinal forces which are difficult to be estimated. It is 

essential to understand and know the different types of loading exerted on the track 

foundation, so a proper railway tack design and maintenance can be achieved [40].  
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2.4.1 Vertical Loading 

The train vertical loads depend on train weight, train size, train speed and track 

irregularities. There different types of vertical loads exerted on ballast layer based on 

the rate of load application; static, quasi-static and dynamic train loads. 

2.4.1.1 Static & Quasi-Static Loading 

Static loads are dead and live loads. Dead load is the weight of railway track 

and live load is the weight of a non-moving train. Static loads are unchanged loads for 

a long time period and applied on the ballast layer [40] as shown in Figure 9. The 

response behavior of the ballast layer to the static load is governed by its stiffness. In 

static load condition, inertial forces of the track are equal to zero due to a zero-loading 

rate for long-time period, so masses in the track system have zero acceleration. 
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Figure 9: Loading time histories for (a) static (b) quasi-static (c) dynamic load 

conditions [40]. 

Static live load from train weight is more considerable than static dead load. 

Dead load is considerable in analyzing and designing certain topics like slope stability 

of track built on high embankment and subgrade issues at a large ballast layer [8]. In 

shallower ballast layer depth (< 1.3 m), live load is larger than dead load [8].  

Typical axle load for high-speed passenger trains are presented in Table 2. Fryba 

[41] presented statistical measurements of train operations in Czech Republic. He 

summarized that there are three major live load ranges; 180 – 200 kN for fully loaded 

freight cars and locomotives, about 100 kN for the passenger cars and partially loaded 

freight cars and about 50 kN for empty freight cars. 
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Table 2: Typical Axle Loads of Trains in Different Countries Reproduced From [8] 

Country Vehicle Axle Load (tonne) 

Japan 0, 100 series 

300 series 

500, 700 series 

16.1 

11.3 

11.1 

China Passenger car running on 

dedicated high-speed line 

17 

Germany ICE  1, ICE 2, Passenger 

car on shared line 

ICE 3, ICEM 4 

19 

 

16 

England Eurostar 17.3 

France TGV-R 17 

United States Acela power car 

Acela coach car 

22.7 

16.4 

 

 

Li et al. [8] described the typical static dead load ranges for each track 

component; rails weighted from about 45 kg/m to 75 kg/m, timber tie weighted about 

110 kg and concrete tie weighted 360 kg. They described the typical track substructure 

density for ballast (1760 kg/m3), sub ballast (1920 kg/m3) and subgrade (2240 kg/m3). 

Remennikov and Kaewunruen [40] defined the quasi-static loading as an 

applied vertical loading with slow application rate as shown in Figure 9. The magnitude 

of a quasi-static loading slightly changes in the long time period with a frequency range 

of 0-20 Hz [42, 43]. Inertial forces are introduced but they can be neglected as they are 

small due to the slow rate of load application. The quasi-static loads typically are around 
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1.4–1.6 times the static wheel load without the effects of unbalanced super elevation 

[44]. The quasi-static loads usually introduced to the railway track from loads that 

slightly change in the long time period like centrifugal force, gross tare and cross winds 

[7].  

2.4.1.2 Dynamic Loading 

A ballasted railway track is also exposed to dynamic loading due to the train 

repetitive passages. A train consists of a number of train cars. Each train car has 

typically four axles with different spacings. Each axle exerts a load on ballast layer. For 

one train passage, the train applies a number of vertical loadings on the ballast layer. 

This generates a number of loading pulses. Dynamic loading is the application of 

loading pulses on railroad ballast within a short period of time.  

Remennikov and Kaewunruen [40] defined the dynamic loading as a time 

dependent loading; where the application rate of the dynamic load and between 

consecutive pulses is very small as well as the load magnitude changes rapidly in a 

short period as shown in Figure 9. Lee [45] pointed out that dynamic loading exerted 

on railway tracks are applied within very short periods of 2–10 micro seconds. Track 

and vehicle irregularities can introduce dynamic loads to the track. For example,  

irregular track stiffness, rail corrugations, rail discontinuities (welds, joints and 

switches), wheel burns and wheel flats [7]. Remennikov and Kaewunruen [40] 

estimated the dynamic loading due to the generated high frequencies from the 

irregulated wheel/rail interaction to be about 1.5 times the static wheel load.  

Under dynamic loading the track response is governed by both stiffness and 

inertial forces. Stiffness forces are based on the track material properties. Inertial forces 

are based on the mass and acceleration of track elements under loading. Under dynamic 

loading, forces are applied in a short period of time. The track responses are governed 
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by both stiffness and inertial forces. Inertial forces are considered as additional forces 

applied on the track and may cause serious failure to the railway track [44]. However, 

under static and quasi-static conditions, the system is governed by stiffness forces only. 

The inertial forces are marginal and can be neglected, where the track acceleration is 

close to zero. 

2.4.2 Squeezing Loading  

Tamping is a maintenance process by which track alignment is reestablished. 

Kumara and Hayano [46] recommended that ballast tamping should take place when 

FIp of the fouled ballast exceeds 30%. Selig and Waters [9] concluded that the 

squeezing forces from track tamping machines during the tamping process cause 

considerable damage to railroad ballast. However, Wright [47], Aursudkij [48] and 

Nålsund [49] found that the high impact force due to the injection of the tamping tines 

into the ballast cause more damage to ballast than squeezing. Wang et al. [50] used the 

discrete element modeling method to study the effect of tamping and tamping frequency 

on the degradation and deformation of railroad ballast. 

2.5 Ballast Deformation Mechanisms 

Ballast behaves under cyclic loading as an elastoplastic material [35]. Both non-

linear resilient (elastic behavior) and permanent (plastic behavior) deformations may 

occur in one cycle as shown in Figure 10. The permanent deformation is maximum at 

the first cycles of cyclic loading. At the final cycles, permanent deformation is 

minimum, and ballast almost starts to behave as an elastic material. Lekarp et al. [51, 

52] presented reviews on the state of the art of the resilient and permanent deformations 

of granular material. 
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Figure 10: Permanent and resilient deformation within one cycle [51]. 

Mainly, there are two shapes of permanent ballast deformation [9]; frictional 

slip and particle breakage. Due to train running on the rails, either of these shapes may 

occur to ballast layer. Liao et al. [53] defined the frictional slip as the relative particle 

motion in contact under the loads. Katzenbach and Festag [54] defined the particle 

breakage as the division of grains into portions under loading due to the slipping and 

rolling movements of angular/sub angular aggregates. McDowell et al. [55] found that 

particle breakage is proportionally related to the applied load and particle size, while it 

is inversely related to the coordination number, i.e. number of contacted particles. 

Chan [56] assumed that the deformation mechanisms of unbounded granular 

material undergoes three main mechanisms; consolidation, distortion and attrition. 

However, as pointed out by some researchers e.g. [51, 57], the true deformation 

mechanism of granular material is still not fully understood. 
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2.6 Understanding Ballast Behavior 

From the literature, experimental and modeling approaches are used to estimate 

and understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast.  

2.6.1 Experimental Testing 

There are number of traditional experimental tests used to identify the 

mechanical and physical characteristics of granular material like conventional triaxial 

test, conventional direct shear test, petrographic analysis, crushing test and Los Angles 

abrasion. Indraratna et al. [10] recommend avoiding the use of conventional tests for 

understanding the mechanical behavior of granular material as they rottenly produce 

confusing results due to the large granular particles size relative to test sample size.  

Large scale box test has been used intensively in the literature to understand the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast under traffic loading. Box test is introduced in 

the early 1980s by [58, 59]. Box test is an experimental approach used to represent the 

real field ballast behavior and performance under traffic loading; where a small box 

portion of real track is represented by box test [35]. 

2.6.2 Numerical Modeling 

Modeling of railroad ballast is used extensively in the literature to understand 

its mechanical behavior. The main significant advantages of modeling are the 

conservation of cost relativly to experimental approach. Field and large-scale 

experimental tests are used to evaluate and understand the real mechanical behavior of 

railroad ballast. Nevertheless, testing ballast behavior either in the field or in the lab is 

an expensive exercise. Alternatively, modeling the mechanical behavior based on 

theoretical models that reflect the real mechanical behavior is introduced. Modeling of 

railroad ballast has the ability to increase the knowledge of understanding the behavior 

of railroad ballast under different loading conditions and material properties. 
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Furthermore, modeling of railroad ballast develops the knowledge and tools needed for 

predictions. Such tools have the potential to make huge financial savings within the 

design constrains. 

There are two different types of modeling methods used to model the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast based on the problem-solving type; analytical 

and numerical. There are two main numerical methods used to model ballast layer based 

on material characteristics, continuum and discrete. The continuum-based numerical 

method is the Finite Element Method. The discrete-based numerical method is the 

Discrete Element Method. This section describes and highlights the main key 

advantages and disadvantages of the different modeling approaches used in the 

literature to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. 

In this study, the analytical modeling using Beam on Elastic Foundation theory 

is utilized to simulate train loading. The simulated train loading is used as an input in 

the Discrete Element Model of box test. The numerical Discrete Element Method is 

used to model the behavior of railroad ballast under different train simulated loading 

cases using box test.  

2.6.2.1 Key Concerns and Limitations 

There are various modeling methods used in the literature to model the behavior 

of railroad ballast as discussed previously. Each method has certain advantages and 

disadvantages. This section highlights the key concerns and limitations of each 

modeling method in modeling the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast.  

2.6.2.1.1 Analytical Modeling 

Analytical models describe the mechanical behavior of each track element 

based on its characteristics using mathematical models. The ballasted track elements 

have been analytically modeled using different structural elements based on their 
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characteristics. Rails are modeled as beams. Sleepers are modeled as rigid masses. 

Other track elements such as rail pads and ballast layer are modeled as mass-spring 

systems. Track subgrade is modeled either as a rigid foundation or a half space. 

Analytical models of ballasted tracks have been used enormously in the 

literature to study the ballasted track dynamic behavior. Nevertheless, they have a 

number of drawbacks in modeling the mechanical behavior of the ballast layer. While 

analytical modeling being useful for scoping and investigating the short-term 

mechanical behavior, they lack many characteristics to analyze and visualize the 

complex and long-term mechanical behavior of the ballast layer. Analytical modeling 

of ballasted tracks is used for static and dynamic analysis. In the static analysis, the 

ballast layer is mostly modeled as a simple linear elastic spring with a constant stiffness. 

In the dynamic analysis, other structural elements are used to analytically model the 

ballast layer like masses and viscous dampers with constant damping coefficient and 

mass values to count for the damping and dynamic effects of the ballast layer.  

The analytical approach of modeling a ballast layer does not represent the real 

complex behavior of railroad ballast under cyclic loading, where ballast behaves as 

elasto-plastic material with non-linear load-deformation behavior under cyclic loading. 

Furthermore, the stiffness and damping properties of a ballast layer is not constant with 

time due to ballast densification and deterioration under cyclic loading and after long 

term service. Moreover, analytical models do not have the ability to study the effect of 

variable parameters on ballast mechanical behavior e.g. particle breakage, particle 

shape, particle size distribution and fouling.  

However, analytical models have been used extensively in the literature to study 

the dynamic behavior of ballasted tracks due to their simplicity [60] and effectiveness 

in the track static and dynamic analysis. They can enrich the understanding of the 
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defined theoretical problems and they can be used as validation tools to numerical 

models. 

2.6.2.1.2 Numerical Finite Element Method  

Finite Element Method (FEM) is a continuum numerical method that is widely 

used in many research applications. It is considered as an essential part of Computer 

Aided Engineering (CAE). Madenci and Guven [61], Zienkiewicz and Taylor [62] and 

Moaveni [63] defined the FEM as a powerful computational tool that estimates the 

solutions of different real problems that have sophisticated domains with boundary 

conditions. It is introduced to solve complicated civil engineering problems related to 

structural and elasticity analyses. The first numerical models used to understand the 

mechanical behavior of ballasted tracks were in the period of 1970s-1980s. Modeling 

the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast using FEM has increased throughout the 

years as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Number of publications from 1977 to 2019 related to modeling railroad 

ballast using the Finite Element Method. Obtained from the Scopus using the following 

keywords: Railroad Ballast OR Ballast Track OR Ballasted Track AND Finite Element 

Method OR Finite Element Model OR FEM. 

FEM is a useful tool in modeling the long-term overall ballasted track behavior 

under different loading conditions and large number of cycles. It provides the 

macroscopic behavior of railroad ballast layer. Few FEM models are used to validate 

experimental test results like box test [64-67] and direct shear test [68] unlike DEM 

where most of the models are done to validate and calibrate experimental results as 

discussed below. 

The most significant limitation of FEM in modeling the mechanical behavior of 

railroad ballast is the application of the material model that reflects the realistic 

discontinuous and elasto-plastic properties of railroad ballast. Although the continuum 
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assumption works in most cases, the insight visualization of stresses and displacement 

cannot be correctly evaluated using FEM because the ballast layer is modeled as a 

continuum material. For instance, it is difficult to model ballast layer initial settlement, 

volumetric change, particle breakage, force chain distribution, particle displacement, 

particle shape, particle size distribution and fouling using FEM. 

2.6.2.1.3 Numerical Discrete Element Method 

Many Researchers have used the Discrete Element Method (DEM) to model the 

mechanical behavior of railway ballast. DEM considers the discontinuous properties of 

railroad the ballast layer. Ballast aggregates are modeled as distinct particles using 

DEM. The number of publications related to modeling railroad ballast using DEM has 

significantly increased as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Number of publications from 2005 to 2019 related to modeling railroad 

ballast using the Discrete Element Method. Obtained from the Scopus using the 

following keywords: Railroad Ballast OR Ballast Track OR Ballasted Track AND 

Discrete Element Method OR Discrete Element Model OR DEM. 

DEM accounts for the discontinuity property of railroad ballast. DEM is a 

powerful modeling tool in understanding and visualizing microscopic and macroscopic 

behavior of railroad ballast. DEM provides a comprehensive insight to the particle 

velocity, displacement and contact forces during the simulation unlike FEM and 

analytical modeling. DEM can study the effect of different parameters of railroad 

ballast like particle shape, particle size distribution, particle breakage and fouling on 

the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast.  
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The main limitation of DEM in modeling the behavior of railroad ballast is the 

high computational requirements (even with the significant advancement of 

computational resources) including the need for large computational resources.  

Table 3 below, summarizes the differences between analytical methods, DEM 

and FEM in modeling railroad ballast behavior. 

In this study, the analytical modeling using Beam on Elastic Foundation 

(BOEF) theory is utilized to simulate train loading transferred to the ballast layer. The 

simulated train loading form BOEF is used as an input to DEM of box test. Discrete 

Element Method is used to model the behavior of railroad ballast as it well considers 

the discontinues properties of the material. Numerical Discrete Element Method is used 

to model the behavior of railroad ballast under different simulated train loading cases 

using box test; and to study the influence of different simulated train loading cases on 

the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast.  
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Table 3: Comparison Between DEM and FEM in Modeling Railroad Ballast Behavior. 

 Analytical Methods FEM DEM  

Origin and History Very old, introduced in 

1867 by [69] 

Old, introduced 

in 1940s 

New, introduced in 

1979 by [70] 

Length Scale Large Large Small 

Analysis Scale Macroscopic Macroscopic Microscopic 

Material Continuous/Discrete 

spring-mass system 

Continuous Discontinuous 

Main Principles Based on mathematical 

models, the stresses, 

moments and 

displacements of the 

system is found. 

Based on 

material 

constitutive and 

discretization of 

continuum ballast 

layer, the stresses 

and strains of the 

system is found. 

Based on 

individual discrete 

elements 

interactions, the 

whole system 

behavior is found. 

Ballast Behavior    

Ballast Particle 

Breakage 

   

Ballast Particle 

Displacement 

   

Force Chain 

Distribution 

   

Ballast Fouling    

Ballast Particle 

Shape 

   

Ballast Size 

Distribution 

   

Entire Track 

Behavior 

   

Computational 

Time 

Low Moderate High 

Memory Usage Low Moderate High 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Introduction 

Trains run on different railway track systems; ballasted and ballast less (e.g. 

slab and embedded track) systems [5]. The ballasted tracks have the majority usage in 

the world due to their low cost and greater experience that has been gained compared 

to new ballast less tracks [7]. Ballasted tracks have been used in the beginning of 

railways and ballast less tracks have been introduced in the 1960s [6]. Kerr [71] 

provided a detailed discussion of the changes in track structure elements throughout the 

years. 

The basic element of ballasted track is the ballast layer. It has a significant role 

in maintaining the track alignment and stability. It is the loading platform of the track. 

It transmits and distributes the train loading from track superstructure to subgrade. It is 

important to understand the key characteristics that influence the mechanical behavior 

of railroad ballast. The previous chapter highlights the key characteristics that influence 

the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. 

After service, ballast material loses its functionality. Ballast deforms and 

degrades. Ballast maintenance is required which is an expensive activity [10]. The 

importance of the ballast layer and costly maintenance raise the interest of researches 

about understanding the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. Understanding the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast results in a better ballast design and efficient 

maintenance. The previous chapter discusses the two approaches used in the literature 

to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast; experimental and modeling.  

Experimental Testing for railroad ballast requires large scale instruments. 

Traditional equipment provides misleading results due to the particle size with respect 

to sample size.  There are various large-scale tests used to understand the behavior of 
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ballast like uniaxial, triaxial and box test. From the literature, large scale box test is 

used extensively to understand ballast’s behavior. In this study, there is no experimental 

testing done due to the absence of large-scale instruments in Qatar University’s labs. 

Large scale instruments design and set up require time, technical and financial support. 

In this study, a modeling approach is used to model the behavior of railroad ballast 

using box test. 

The previous chapter points to the common modeling approaches used in the 

literature to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. In this study, the 

Discrete Element Method is used to model the behavior of railroad ballast using box 

test. The analytical Beam On Elastic Foundation theory is utilized to simulate a more 

realistic train loading. 

This chapter reviews the literature about understanding the mechanical behavior 

of railroad ballast using the Discrete Element Method through box test. The chapter 

reviews the different perspectives of ballast modeling using DEM through different 

sections. The different perspectives are DEM type, contact detection contact models, 

particle shape, particle size distribution and DEM software packages. After reviewing 

the literature for each perspective related to railroad modeling using DEM, the used 

parameter for each perspective is highlighted at the end of each section.  At the end of 

this chapter the gap of knowledge in this topic is summarized and the novelty of this 

work is highlighted.   
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3.2 Discrete Element Method Types 

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a numerical method used to solve 

mathematical problems associated to discrete characteristic material like granular 

material. Each particle has its own properties of displacement, velocity, acceleration 

and contact forces. The calculation process for each property of each particle in a 

granular assembly is tremendous and complex. Therefore, discrete characteristics of 

granular material make the understanding of its mechanical behavior very difficult. 

DEM is a powerful tool that can analyze the mechanical behavior of granular material 

both microscopically and macroscopically [70]. There are two approaches used in DEM 

based on particle contact nature; hard and soft spheres as described below. 

Hard sphere and soft sphere and are the two most common types of Discrete 

Element Methods. The hard sphere method considered the contact between particles to 

be rigid (stiff). The overlaps and deformations of particles are not simulated using this 

approach. Forces between particles are impulsive and implicitly considered. Only 

momentum exchange is considered due to collisions. Particles’ velocities are explicitly 

calculated based on the material properties (coefficient of restitutions). One collision at 

a time is considered. Never two or three collisions are considered simultaneously. A 

typical application of hard sphere method is rapid granular flow simulation [72].  

The soft sphere method considers the contact between particles to be rigid 

partially. The soft sphere approach considers the overlaps and deformations of particles 

during the simulation [73]. Soft sphere method has the ability to a handle number of 

particle contacts [72]. Soft sphere DEM has been used broadly to study many discrete 

particles phenomena. O’Sullivan [74] drew a schematic diagram to illustrate and 

summarize the differences between hard and soft sphere DEM approaches as shown in 

Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Schematic illustration of the differences between hard and soft DEM 

approaches [74].  

Cundall and Hart [75] set the basics of soft sphere DEM. They defined DEM as 

a calculation tool that recognizes the contacts and allows the rotations and 

displacements of each discrete element. In 1971, the first computer model that models 

the progressive failure of a rocky discrete elements was introduced by [76].  His model 

was based on the friction and normal stiffness for the interaction between discrete 

blocks. In 1979, the distinct element method which is commonly known now as DEM 

was introduced to model granular assemblies including particles overlapping by [70]. 

The purpose was to simulate the particle contact force chain in the assembly. In his 

computer program “Ball”, he utilized the aspects of calculation cycle, law of force 

displacement, law of motion and damping effects to simulate the contact force 

distribution. He studied the internal mechanisms of 100 and 1000 discs and their 

responses to stress. The initial state of 100 discs is shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: Initial contact force chain in 100 discs by [70]. 

Soft sphere DEM has been used broadly in many research areas and DEM 

software packages [77]. From the literature, most of the DEM models for railroad 

ballast used the soft sphere discrete element method. Few of them used the hard sphere 

discrete element method like [78, 79]. Lim and McDowell [80] were the first authors 

who used soft sphere DEM to simulate the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. In 

this study, soft sphere DEM is used and supported by the used software EDEM (3.10). 

3.3 Main Principles  

Cundall and Hart [75] defined the DEM as a numerical modeling method that 

can automatically detect the contacts between particles in the system to calculate the 

finite rotations and displacements for each particle. The main outcome of DEM is to 

update the positions of each distinct element in the simulation based on their 

interactions during the simulation time. 
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The main principles of DEM mechanism are illustrated in Figure 15. Contact detection 

algorithm is firstly applied to a system to detect the contact zones. Then at each contact 

zone, contact forces are calculated based on defined contact models that are based on 

material properties like normal and tangential stiffness. After that, using newton second 

law, particle acceleration is calculated. Then, by numerical integration particle’s 

velocity and position can be found.  

 

 

 

Figure 15: Main concept of calculation cycle of DEM. 
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The main components of any DEM model are distinct elements (particles) and 

contact models. There are various geometrical shapes of distinct elements as well as 

various contact models that have been used in modeling railroad ballast as will be 

discussed later.  

3.4 Calculation Mechanism 

During the simulation time distinct particle interacts with other distinct particles 

or wall that leads the particle to move in two ways of motion; translational and 

rotational. Each distinct element in DEM model has six degrees of freedom based on 

two ways of motion. Each motion way has three degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 

16. The main objective of DEM is to calculate those finite rotations and displacements 

of each distinct element during simulation time at each finite time step. Newton’s 

second law is used to calculate particle’s motions both rotational and translational after 

calculating the forces and torques acting on a particle. Then by numerical integration 

over the time step the particle’s velocity and position are found. 
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Figure 16: Free body diagram of paarticle ‘a’. 

It is critical to choose the appropriate time step in DEM simulations [81, 82]. 

Too large time steps may result in inaccurate results with low computational time [83]. 

However, too small time steps could provide accurate results but need considerable 

computational time.  

Particle’s rotation (rotational motion) is calculated based on equation 3.1 below 

𝐼
𝑑𝜔

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑀                                                                          (3.1) 

and particle’s displacement (translational motion) is calculated based on equation 3.2 

below 
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𝑚
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐹𝑔 + 𝐹𝑐 + 𝐹𝑛𝑐                                                            (3.2) 

where, I is the particle’s moment of inertia, ω is the particle’s angular velocity, M is 

the resultant contact torque acting on the particle, t is the time, v is the particle’s 

translation velocity, m is the particle’s mass, Fg is the gravitational force, Fc is the 

resultant acting contact force on the particle and Fnc is the acting resultant non-contact 

force on the particle. 

There are two types of contact forces (𝐹𝑐); (a) Particle to Particle contact force 

(b) Particle to Wall contact force. The contact forces are calculated based on contact 

models. There are number of contact models provided in the literature and used in DEM 

packages as discussed below (3.6). The non-contact force (𝐹𝑛𝑐) is a force acting on the 

particle without contact with other particles like electrostatic and Van der Waals. The 

non-contact force has not been used in discrete element modeling of railroad ballast. 

After calculating the acting forces and torques on each distinct particle, angular 

and linear accelerations can be calculated. Then by numerical integration particle’s 

velocity and displacement (linear and rotational) can be found.  

There are different schemes of numerical integration used in DEM: Euler 

integration (1st order); Leapfrog integration (2nd order); Verlet integration (2nd order); 

Respa (higher order); Gear integration (higher order); and Taylor expansion (1st, 2nd 

and higher order). Rougier et al. [84] and Kruggel-Emden et al. [85] compared different 

explicit numerical schemes used in DEM based on different aspects for each numerical 

method like stability, accuracy and efficiency. Rougier et al. [84] showed that lower 

order integration methods are faster than higher order integration schemes for the same 

accuracy level. Kruggel-Emden et al. [85] found that orders two and three of Taylor 

expansion integration scheme and improved Verlet scheme are recommended to be 
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used for large-scale DEM models. Mishra [86] recommended the leapfrog integration 

scheme due to its performance in terms of accuracy, efficiency and stability. 

Nevertheless, Euler integration scheme is widely used in discrete element 

modeling due to its simplicity and low computational time relative to others [82, 85, 

87]. Additionally, It was used and discussed by Cundall and Strack [70] who introduced 

the DEM theory. Therefore, in this study Euler integration scheme is used. 

3.5 Contact Detection  

Contact detection is the most time-consuming part in DEM modeling. It takes 

the most portion of DEM model’s computational time and effort [77, 88, 89] as shown 

in Figure 17. The computational time is dependent on the geometrical shape of distinct 

elements. For complex particle shape (non-spherical), contact detection may takes 80% 

of computational time [90]. There are different approaches for contact detection in 

DEM. However, contact detection in DEM analysis for spherical shapes is usually done 

in two main steps.  
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Figure 17: Computational time percentages for each step in DEM analysis [89]. 

The first step is the contact detection which is also known as neighbour search 

[91]. It purpose is to know the contacted particles in the model and this is done by 

different approaches. The nearest neighbour search is done by grid or tree based 

algorithms. The different grid and tree based neighbour search algorithms are described 

and compared in details by [88, 92]. Williams and O’Connor [91, 93] reviewed the 

algorithms used in neighbour search step. Several publications in the literature like [93-

98] discussed about optimizing the nearest neighbour searching approach. 

The grid based approach [99, 100] is based on dividing the model domain into 

grid cells (Figure 18 a and b). At each time step the simulator searches the grid cells for 

possible particle contacts. The size of the grid cell depends on the minimum particle 

radius (Rmin). The recommended grid cell size is in the range of 3-6 of Rmin.  

 

 

Contact detection, 
76.6%

Force Calculation, 
13.4%

Update, 3.5%
Others, 6.5%
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Figure 18: Typical steps of grid based contact detection algorithm for 2D circles. The 

same approach for 3D spheres is used (a) domain discretization into equal grid size cells 

and checking the active cells (b) cells with particle contacts are checked and contact 

forces are calculated (c) updating particles’ positions and active cells [77]. 

The tree based [101, 102] approach is based on dividing the model domain into 

sub-domains. The simulator starts dividing the domain into two sub-domains based on 

the cantered particle. Then, two cantered particles in each of the sub domain is used to 

spilt the sub domain into smaller sub-domains (Figure 19). This process is continuous 

until the defined number of subdomains is reached. The tree of the subdomains is 

formed. The neighbours can be determined by following the tree upwardly. 
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Figure 19: Tree based approach [103]. 

From the literature, the grid based approach shows better performance and 

requires lower computational time, especially for large scale models compared to tree 

based approach [92]. Furthermore, most of DEM software packages use grid based 

nearest neighbour searching approach like EDEM and PFC [77, 104].  In this study, 

grid based approach is used as EDEM (used software in this study) uses grid based 

approach. 

The second step is contact or geometric resolution [91]. After detecting the 

contacted particles, the details of the contact between particles are identified in this step. 

Then the contact forces are calculated using the contact models and particles positions 

are updated accordingly (Figure 18 c). This process is repeated to the last time step of 

DEM simulation.  

3.6 Contact Models 

In DEM there are two types of interactions between the distinct elements; 

particle to particle and particle to wall. The main purpose of contact models is to 

simulate both interactions during the simulation period based on theoretical knowledge 

of contact mechanics science. Modeling the contact mechanics of granular materials 
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using DEM has been discussed extensively by geotechnical scientists [105-107]. The 

contact models used in discrete element modeling of railroad ballast are discussed in 

this section. 

The contact between two particles is not at a single point but on a very small 

finite area because of the particle’s deformation. At the contact area there are normal 

and tangential contact plans. Therefore, total contact force consists of normal and 

tangential forces. It is not easy to accurately simulate the contact area between particles 

due to many factors like geometrical shape and material characteristics [72].  

The accuracy of DEM results is dependable on the accuracy of material 

properties parameters used in the contact model [72, 82]. DEM commonly uses 

simplified contact models that find the forces and torques acting on a particle due to 

contact, in the sake of efficient computational time. There are different contact models 

for different element shapes (i.e. spheres, polyhedrons or others). Most of the contact 

models are developed for spherical contacts using springs and dashpots [72, 108]. 

Mishra [86] discussed the different contact models used for spherical shapes. 

The most used contact models for railroad ballast modeled as spherical shapes 

are linear elastic contact model by [70] and non-linear elastic Hertz-Mindlin contact 

model by [109, 110].  

The linear elastic model is simpler and requires less computational time 

compared to the non-linear elastic Hertz-Mindlin contact model. There arre many 

comparative studies e.g. [111, 112] between the linear elastic and non-linear elastic 

Hertz- Mindlin contact models and they found that results using both models are close 

and in good agreement. However, Di Renzo and Maio [111] recommended the Hertz-

Mindlin contact model to be used in modeling granular behavior using spherical shapes 

that can provide an accurate and deep understanding to granular motion. 
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Therefore, Hertz-Mindlin contact model is used in this study to model railroad 

ballast using DEM. Besides, it is the default contact model in EDEM for spherical 

particles, it produces accurate results. 

Non-spherical shapes like polyhedrons have their own complicated and time-

consuming contact models that are based on mathematical equations. For polyhedrons, 

there are few methods to calculate and detect the contacts between them.  Cundall et al. 

[113, 114] introduced the common plane method to detect the contacts between 

polyhedrons. This method is then improved in terms of faster computational time to 

detect the contacts between the polyhedrons by [115]. Eliáš [116] introduced a new 

method to calculate the contacts of polyhedrons based on the intersecting overlapped 

volume with an application to railroad ballast behavior. The author simulated odometer 

test for railroad ballast. The results of the DEM model are promising but only 120 

particles are used in the model due to high computational time. A new method is 

introduced by Ahmed et al. [117]. It is called the potential particle shapes that is based 

on representing the polyhedron particles as modified rounded particles. They simulated 

the triaxial test of railroad ballast. The results are in very good agreement with the 

experimental work. However, their method is only able to represent convex particles. 

Table 4, shows the contact models used in the literature to model railroad ballast. 

Table 4: Contact Models Used in the Literature to Model Railroad Ballast using DEM. 

Contact models References 
Linear Contact model (spherical shape) [16, 17, 80, 118-134] 

Hertz-Mindlin (spherical shape) [50, 135-142] 

Other contact models based on 

mathematical equations (non-spherical 

shape) 

[78, 79, 116, 117, 143-151] 
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3.7 Particle Shapes 

There are different particle shapes used in DEM. For realistic results, the 

modeled distinct element should have almost the same real shape. The complexity of 

particle shape in DEM has a direct relationship with computational time and result’s 

accuracy. The more the particle shape used in DEM model is complex, the more the 

computational time is needed to detect the contacts. But DEM results are more realistic. 

Particle shape should be efficient to accurately describe the real shape and at the same 

time it should be simple enough to reduce the computational time. Many studies [121, 

130, 152, 153] presented the importance of particle shape modeled in DEM simulations 

and its effect on the accuracy of DEM results. 

Spheres in 3D or circles in 2D are the mostly used shapes in DEM applications. 

As they require low computational time and most of contact modeled are developed for 

spherical shapes as discussed previously in section 3.6.  

Lim and McDowell [80] and Lobo-Guerrero and Vallejo [118] introduced the 

DEM modeling of railroad ballast using spheres and disks respectively. However, 

spheres and disks do not reflect the real behavior of railroad ballast due to their easy 

rotation under loading and they do not provide the interlocking property of railroad 

ballast [80, 118, 121, 154]. Therefore, three approaches are done in the literature to 

model railroad ballast with taking into consideration the shape effects.  

The first approach is multi-sphere. Its main advantage is that it almost considers 

the irregularity and angularity of ballast meanwhile it sustains the computational 

efficiency. It gives a better approximation to the real ballast shape than spheres. It is 

used in many other studies like geotechnical [155-157] and aerospace [154, 158]. In 

this approach, the railroad ballast shape is approximated by a number of overlapping or 

touching spheres to form a clump (Figure 20 b). The bond between the spheres is 
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normally set to infinity to form a rigid clump. Particle breakage in this case is not 

allowed. The contact forces calculation is done only between clumps, not spheres in 

each clump. Some researchers set a finite bond strength between the spheres to model 

particle breakage and crushing [118, 120, 159]. However, this increases the 

computational time. 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Ballast particles modeled as (a) sphere (b) cubical clump of 8 spheres (c) 

tetrahedral clump of 10 un-breakable spheres with 8 breakable asperities [122]. 

Lu and McDowell [121] developed simple steps to generate clumps. Their 

technique aims to overlap different ball numbers and diameters to form complex 

clumps. It includes the aspects of ballast angularity, sphericity, and surface roughness. 

Mahmoud et al. [16] developed novel two multi-circles approaches that capture the 

angularity of railroad ballast using MATLAB and AutoCAD routines in addition to the 

typical routine of spherical clumps. MATLAB routine generates hexagonal close-

packed assemblies. A closed hexagonal shape is used for each scanned ballast shape 

and then it is filled by the same sized circular elements. AutoCAD routine represented 

by filling each scanned ballast with number of tangential different size circles. The two 

innovative routines allow the modeling of particle breakage. The 2D scanned ballast 
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images were taken from Aggregate Imaging System (AIMS) of the authors’ database. 

Another new variation of multi-sphere approach is introduced by [119, 122, 126]. They 

used clumps with bonded asperities to model particle abrasion as shown in Figure 20 c. 

Chen et al. [160] used simplified clump shape of two overlapped spheres to model large 

number of particles and load cycles with low computational time. Zhang et al. [128] 

introduced a new approach to generate multi spheres clusters of bonded spheres using 

laser scanning technology. First, point cloud data of the ballast surface is taken by laser 

scanner. Second, based on the point cloud a closed surface is made to model the particle 

geometry. Then, spheres are generated within the cloud surface. Figure 21, summarizes 

the flow diagram of their approach. Indraratna et al. [124] recommended the proper 

number of spheres in a cluster to be 10 to 20 spheres. Many studies [80, 121, 122, 153] 

showed the realistic deformation behavior of railroad ballast modeled as clumps 

compared to spheres due to the interlocking property of clumps. The main limitation of 

this approach is the computational time. The larger number of spheres used in forming 

the clump, the more particle shape is realistic. However, the more computational time 

is required. 
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Figure 21: Flow diagram of cluster of bonded spheres generation by Zhang et al. [128]. 

The second approach is to model the ballast shape as polyhedrons (polygon in 

2D). A polyhedron shape is defined by the number of corners, edges and faces (Figure 

22). Its main advantage is that it represents the realistic shape of ballast. However, it is 

very time expensive due to the massive time needed to detect and calculate the contacts 

of each particle, especially edge contact force [154]. Another disadvantage of using 

polyhedrons shapes in DEM models is that there are low numbers of descriptive contact 

models for this shape. Contact detection algorithm and contact force calculations should 

be designed. Most DEM software use sphere shapes. BLOKS3D allow the usage of 

polyhedrons and LMGC90 allow the usage of polygons. 
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Figure 22: Real ballast and corresponding polyhedron simulated ballast [117]. 

Saussine et al. [143] modeled ballast as a pentagonal shape to study its behavior 

under cyclic loading. The main objective of their study was to show and validate the 

ability of DEM to model railway ballast. Eliáš [116] modeled ballast as polyhedron  to 

study its behavior under monotonic loading. Small number of particles are modeled due 

to the computational time issue. The author used a novel approach to generate random 

polyhedral particles using Vorni tessellation technique. Ahmed et al. [117] simulated 

the triaxial test of railroad ballast using polyhedron shape. 

The third approach is introducing a rolling resistance moment at the particle’s 

contacts. This approach was introduced by Jiang et al. [106]. The main idea of this 

approach is to add a rolling resistance moment in the spherical particle contact to resist 

the rolling motion. This represents the angularity and interlock properties of real ballast. 
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This approach is simpler and requires lower computational time compared to the 

previous two approaches [146]. The contact detection and contact force calculation are 

straight forward as the particle consists of one sphere with known radius center and 

position. The number of spheres is lower with respect to the multi-sphere approach. 

Therefore, less computational time is needed to detect the contacts and calculate the 

contact forces. There are many studies not related to railway engineering which used 

this approach [161, 162]. Irazábal et al. [146] recently used this approach with an 

application to railway engineering to study the lateral resistance of railroad ballast using 

DEM. Table 5, shows a comparison between the used particle shapes in modeling 

railroad ballast using DEM. Table 6, summarizes the used particle shapes in the 

literature to model the railroad ballast.  
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 Table 5: Comparison of Ballast Shapes Used in DEM Models 

3D Ballast Shape Advantages Disadvantages Solutions to 

Disadvantages 

Spheres Simple shape. Most 

contact models 

developed for 

spherical shapes. 

Low computational 

time. 

Particle behavior is 

unrealistic due to 

weak contact 

interlocking (rolling 

motion). 

Implementation of 

complex rolling 

resistance moments 

to simulate the real 

interlocking ballast 

behavior. 

Spherical clumps Represent the real 

shape of ballast. 

Realistic behavior of 

ballast due to strong 

interlocking. 

Many spheres of 

different sizes are 

required. 

Computational time 

depends on the 

number of spheres 

in the clump. 

Applying the 

contact bond model 

between the spheres 

in a clump to 

account for particle 

breakage and 

increases the 

computational time. 

Simplified clump 

shapes with low 

number of spheres. 

Polyhedrons Represent the 

realistic shape of 

ballast with edges, 

faces and corners. 

Massive 

computational time 

is needed to 

calculate and detect 

the contacts. Low 

number of well-

defined contact 

models are 

available. 

Eliminating the edges 

that take most of the 

computational time 

in contact detection 

and calculation [163] 
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Table 6: Summarized the Used Particle Shapes for Railroad Ballast in DEM Models 

Ballast Shape References 

Spheres or Circles [80, 118, 136] 

Spherical or circular clumps [17, 50, 119-128, 130-135, 141, 142, 

159, 160, 164, 165] 

Polyhedrons or polygons [116-118, 128, 129, 139, 144, 147-151, 

166, 167] 

 

 

In this study, a spherical shape with a rolling friction resistance approach is used 

to model the behavior of railroad ballast using DEM. Because it requires lower 

computational time compared to others as discussed above. A calibration test is done 

using DEM in this study; to ensure the simulated material by this approach represents 

ballast behavior (4.3.1.3). 

3.8 Particle Size Distribution   

There is no specific or recommended Particle Size Distribution (PSD) to be used 

for railroad ballast, as it depends on the standards and specifications used in the design 

process as discussed in section 2.2.3. However, the most general used and 

recommended PSD of railroad ballast is gradation with a particle size range almost of 

10-60 mm.  

From the literature, particle size of modeled railroad ballast through box test 

using DEM varied. Lim and McDowell [80] used a constant particle size of spheres 

with diameter of 36.25 mm (average ballast size). Hossain et al. [120], Chen et al. [160] 

and Ngo et al. [17] used PSD based on the Australian standards (S 2758.7—1996).  Ji 

et al. [139] used PSD based on the Chinese standards 2008.  
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There is a number of publications in the literature which used DEM to study the 

influence of different PSD on ballast behavior through different tests including box 

tests.  

Pakalavan et al. [168] investigated the influence of different ballast PSD used 

by different railway associations like American (AREMA No.4), European, British and 

Indian on ballast shear strength through direct shear test. They concluded that the Indian 

standard gradation has the highest shear strength compared to the European, American 

(AREMA No. 4) and British standard gradation.  

Bian et al. [78] used DEM to investigate the effect of different ballast PSD on 

the settlement behavior of railroad ballast under repetitive loading. Through large scale 

half-track model, the authors used in their study the common ballast gradations from 

different railway associations such as Rail Infrastructure Corporation (RIC) and 

Queensland in Australia, France and American Railroad Engineering and Maintenance 

of Way Association’s (AREMA) in the United States. They found that under repetitive 

loading, ballast layer with particle size distribution of AREAM No.24 had the least 

track settlement with respects to the others. 

Vizcarra et al. [136] used DEM to study the effect of PSD on ballast settlement 

under loading through box test. They compared between two different gradations. The 

first gradation is in accordance to Brazilian standards [169] identified by them as 

“Gradation B”. The second gradation is by Indraranta et al. [170] as an enhancement to 

the Australian Standard [171] identified by them as “Gradation A”. They concluded 

that PSD of railroad ballast affects its deformation behavior under monotonic loading. 

AREMA gradations are used commonly worldwide [8]. Therefore, AREMA 

No. 24 gradation is used in this study. 
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3.9 Simulated Loading Types and Loading Cycle Number 

From the literature, most of the studies related to railroad ballast modeling using 

DEM through box test simulate train loading as a pure continuous loading as shown in 

Table 7. The actual train loading is not a pure continuous sinusoid. The train consists 

of a number of cars. Each car has typically four axles with different spacing. Each axle 

exerts a load on ballast layer. The loading from the train is not a pure sinusoidal and 

depends on different parameters. For instance, car length, car weight, axle spacing and 

time between passing trains.   

There are few studies which simulate the behavior of railroad ballast under 

simulated train loading and haversine through different models other than box test as 

shown in Table 8. However, as recommended by [172] that haversine can represent one 

single axle loading only. A number of loading axles cannot be represented by haversine 

[8].  

From the literature, DEM was used through box test to understand the short-

term behavior of railroad ballast under a small number of loading cycles. Long term 

behavior of ballast after a large number of loading cycles is not yet understood using 

DEM through box test. The used number of loading cycles in box test using DEM is 

very low compared to experimental work as shown in Table 7. Ngo et al. [17] and Chen 

et al.[160] used 500,000 and 200,000 loading cycles in their experimental box tests 

respectively. However, the maximum number of loading cycles used in DEM to 

understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast is 6000 for a two dimensional 

box test model and 4000 for a three dimensional box test model by [120] and [17] 

respectively, because DEM requires huge computational time. Computational time of 

a DEM model limits the researchers from various perspectives to be considered in the 

modeling process. For example, the number of loading cycles, particle shape, particle 
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breakage, simulation dimension and loading type. It is very difficult to simulate ballast 

behavior using DEM under a large number of loading cycles using three-dimensional 

scale and complex particle shapes including particle breakage. Some studies used a 

large number of loading cycles but in two-dimensional scale. Others used complex 

particle shapes and included particle breakage but for a low number of loading cycles. 

It is difficult to consider all the perspectives of realistic modeling of railroad ballast in 

one DEM simulation as shown in Table 8. It is a trade-off between realistic simulation 

and computational time. 

Table 7: Loading Types and Number of Loading Cycles Used in DEM Models of Box 

Test to Understand Railroad Ballast Behavior 

 

Loading 

Cycles 

Number 

Loading Type and Frequency Reference 

1 Sinusoidal - [3,40] kN - 3Hz [80] 

20 Sinusoidal - [3,40] kN - 3Hz [119] 

6000 Sinusoidal - [9-99] – kN [120] 

1 Sinusoidal - [3,40] kN - 3Hz [121] 

1000 Sinusoidal [24-221] kN-20 Hz [160] 

4000 Sinusoidal [0-202] kN -15 Hz [17] 

800 Sinusoidal - [3-40] kN - 3,6,10,20,30 Hz [139] 

4 Simulated train loading from [173] [128] 

15 Sinusoidal - [3,40] kN - 3Hz [142] 
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Table 8: Parameters Affecting the Computational Time for Different DEM Models 

Used to Understand the Mechanical Behavior of Railroad Ballast 

 

 

DEM 

Model 

Loading 

Cycles 

Number 

Particle 

Shape 

Particle 

Breakage 

Model 

Dimension 

Loading Type 

and Frequency 

Reference 

Box Test 1 Sphere No 3D Sinusoidal 

[3,40] kN 

3Hz 

[80] 

Track- 

Three 

Sleepers 

200 Circle Yes 2D Sinusoidal 

[0,20.67] kN 

1 Hz 

[118] 

Box Test 20 Clump Yes 3D Sinusoidal 

[3-40] kN 

3Hz 

[119] 

Box Test 6000 Clump 

 

Yes 2D Sinusoidal 

[9-99] kN 

[120] 

Box Test 1 Clump 

 

No 3D Sinusoidal 

[3-40] kN 

3Hz 

[121] 

Triaxle 

Test 

1000 Clump 

 

Yes 2D Sinusoidal 

[50-424] kN 

10, 20, 30 and 

40Hz 

[123] 

Track- 

Three 

Sleepers 

2000 Polyhedral No 3D Simulated train 

loading 

developed in the 

same study 

[174] 
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Cont. Table 8: Parameters Affecting the Computational Time for Different DEM 

Models Used to Understand the Mechanical Behaviour of Railroad Ballast 

DEM 

Model 

Loading 

Cycles 

Number 

Particle 

Shape 

Particle 

Breakage 

Model 

Dimension 

Loading Type 

and Frequency 

Reference 

Box Test 1000 Clump No 3D Sinusoidal 

[24-221] kN 

20 Hz 

[160] 

Half 

Track 

300 Polyhedral No 3D Simulated train 

loading from 

[175] 

[78] 

Track- 

Three 

Sleepers 

200 Clump Yes 2D Sinusoidal 

[0-62] kN 

[16] 

Box Test 4000 Clump No 3D Sinusoidal 

[0-202] kN  

15 Hz 

[17] 

Box Test 800 Polyhedral No 3D Sinusoidal 

[3-40] kN 

3,6,10,20,30 Hz 

[139] 

Box Test 15 Clump Yes 3D Sinusoidal 

[3-40] kN 

3Hz 

[142] 

Triaxle 

Test 

2000 Polyhedral No 3D Haversine 

[0-165.4] kPa 

 

[150] 

Track-

One 

Sleeper 

32 Polyhedral No 3D Haversine 

[0-51,103] kN 

[151] 
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3.10 DEM Software Packages 

Cundall and Strack [70] are the first people who computationally implemented 

DEM with a code named “BALL”. Then, a variety of DEM packages have been used 

to computationally implement DEM with advanced criteria including huge number of 

distinct particles in different loading and environmental conditions.  

DEM software packages are different in functionality and capabilities. For 

example, PFC, YADE, LMGC90 and BLOCKS3D need coding skills. PFC and EDEM 

support clumping and clustering of spherical particles and BLOCKS3D allow the usage 

of polyhedral shapes. Table 9 below, describes the DEM packages software that have 

been used to model the behavior of railroad ballast using DEM in the literature.  

In this study, EDEM software by DEM solutions is used because it supports the 

usage of spherical particles. Easy in use with a simple software interface in comparison 

to other software. Additionally, it can be customized using the Application 

Programming Interface (API).  

Table 9: Types and Names of the Used Software in the Literature to Model Railroad 

Ballast using DEM  

Software Type Software Name References 
Open Source YADE 

LMGC90 
[116, 129, 141] 
[143] 

 
Commercial 

 
PFC by Itasca 
 
EDEM by Dem Solutions 

[16, 17, 80, 118, 120-127, 
130-135, 138, 142, 159, 160, 
165, 176, 177] 
[50, 136, 140] 

 
In house 

 
BLOCKS3D by the 
University of Illinois [178-
180] 
Interactive graphical software 
by Ahmed et al.  [117] 

 
[128, 144, 147-151, 166, 167] 
 
 
[117] 
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3.11 Understanding Ballast Behavior using DEM Through Box Test 

This study uses DEM to model the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast 

through box test as described above. This section concentrates on reviewing the 

literature about using DEM to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast 

through box test. The chapter does not highlight the researches form the literature about 

understanding ballast behavior using DEM via other tests like uniaxial and triaxial tests.  

Discrete element models of box tests in the literature were used to understand 

railroad ballast behavior from various perspectives; utilizing the advantages of DEM in 

visualizing the microscopic and macroscopic behaviors through a comprehensive 

insight to particle displacement and contact force distribution during the simulation.  

This subsection presents an extensive literature about understanding the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast using DEM via box test from various 

perspectives.   

3.11.1 Ballast Breakage  

After long term service, ballast particles break. There are two types of ballast 

breakage (2.5). Corner breakage and particle splitting breakage. Lackenby et al. [33] 

found that corner breakage occurred mostly under dilation condition (low confining 

pressure) and  splitting across particle breakage occurred mostly under contraction 

condition ( high confining pressure).  

However, most of the studies model the short-term mechanical behavior of 

railroad ballast using low number of loading cycles as discussed in section 3.9. Large 

number of load cycles is not used in DEM modeling due to the computational time 

issue. Number of researches did not include particle breakage in their DEM model of 

box test due to the high requirement of computational time as shown in Table 10. 
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However, many researches presented the importance of considering ballast breakage in 

DEM models [118, 123].  

Table 10: The Usage of Particle Breakage in DEM of Railroad Ballast Through Box 

Test 

Particle Breakage Reference 

Including particle breakage [119, 120, 128, 142] 

Not including particle breakage [17, 80, 121, 139, 160] 

 

 

Ballast breakage is modeled in DEM using two approaches. The first approach 

is to identify a finite bond tensile strength between the particles of the clumps. The 

breakage failure happens on the bond between the particles in each clump. When the 

acting contact stress is more than the bond tensile strength, bond breakage occurs. This 

approach is used when ballast is modeled as spherical clumps. This approach was 

presented by [123, 128, 159].  Zhang et al. [128] used a complex particle shape with 

bonded spheres to represent railroad ballast shape and breakage respectively. This 

approach is very time consuming. They studied the effect of bond strength (10 and 30 

MPa) used in DEM model on the permanent deformation of ballast. They visualized 

that most of the broken bonds were under the sleeper. They found that low bond 

strength between spheres in one clump produced additional settlement to ballast layer. 

Some studies [119, 142] used box test to investigate ballast abrasion (corner breakage). 

They simulated ballast as unbreakable clumps of large particles with attaching smaller 
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bonded spheres (asperities). However, this approach failed to model particle splitting 

breakage. But it succeeds in modeling the ballast abrasion (corner breakage). 

The second approach is to identify a tensile strength (critical stress) of the clump 

by which after this tensile stress the cluster original geometry is replaced by different 

smaller sized fragments. This was presented by different researchers using circular 

clumps [16, 118, 120, 181]  and polyhedron  [116]. Hossain et al. [120] used this 

approach in their DEM of railroad ballast using box test. They used a value of 10 MPa 

as a critical stress of the clumps. They obtained from the DEM the same conclusion of  

Lackenby et al. [33] described above.  

In this study, ballast breakage is not considered due to the high requirement of 

computational time. 

3.11.2 Settlement Behavior  

Most of researchers studied the ballast settlement behavior under cyclic loading 

using pure sinusoidal loading type through DEM of box test. Few researchers studied 

the behavior of railroad ballast settlement under dynamic loadings. From the literature, 

box test was used intensively to study the settlement behavior of railroad ballast using 

DEM. The settlement behavior of railroad ballast includes vertical and lateral 

settlement. 

The conclusions of the DEM simulations regarding ballast settlement behavior 

are almost in good agreement with experimental work. Ballast beneath the sleeper 

displaces downward and beside the sleeper displaces upwards.   

However, some of the studies included in their simulations different parameters 

related to railroad ballast; to investigate their influence on ballast settlement as 

discussed below and summarized in Table 11. For instance, ballast particle shape, 
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ballast fouling, geotextile reinforcement, under sleeper pads, loading frequency and 

confining pressure. 

Lim and MacDowell [80] and Lu and MacDowell [119] were the first authors 

who introduced the modeling of box test using DEM. Their main concern was on 

validating their DEM model and showing the importance of DEM in visualizing the 

microscopic behavior of railroad ballast. Lu and MacDowell [121] discussed the effect 

of geometrical shapes on ballast settlement and rotation under sinusoidal cyclic loading. 

They were the first authors who showed how DEM can be utilized to visualize the 

railroad ballast particle displacement and rotation. Ballast displacement was shown as 

vectors and the thickness of the vector is proportional to the displacement magnitude 

of the particle. They pointed out that ballast displacement behavior using clumps is 

almost similar to the box test results obtained by [182]. 

Hossain et al. [120] discussed ballast settlement using DEM through box test 

model under sinusoidal cyclic loading and different confining pressures. They 

emphasized on the significance of confining pressure in reducing ballast settlement. 

They concluded that around 2000 cycles ballast settlement is maximum at all confining 

pressures. The same conclusion was observed by Chen et al. [160]. 

Ngo et al. [17] studied the influence of geogrid on fresh and fouled ballast 

settlement behavior; experimentally using process simulation test and numerically 

using DEM under cyclic loading. They observed that geogrid reduced ballast vertical 

and lateral settlement for all fouling indices. Li and McDowell [142] studied the 

influence of under sleeper mat on ballast settlement behavior using DEM through box 

test. They found that under sleeper mat reduced ballast settlement and particle abrasion 

under sleeper.   
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Zhang et al. [128] presented the settlement behavior under simulated train loads 

of heavy haul vehicle passage through DEM model of box test. Ballast was modeled 

using complex clumps with bonded spheres to represent ballast shape and breakage 

respectively. This approach is very time consuming as they include large number of 

particles in one simulation. Furthermore, including particle breakage is an additional 

calculation to the DEM simulator. They showed the effect of modeling particle 

breakage using different bond strengths (10 and 30 MPa) on the ballast settlement 

behavior. The maximum sleeper settlement for one haul car passage was in the range 

of 0.83-1 mm.  

Ji et al. [139] investigated the influence of cyclic loading frequency on ballast 

settlement behavior. They found that cyclic load frequency affects ballast settlement 

behavior. Maximum settlement was observed for high load frequency. 

Table 11: Purpose of DEM of Box Test Studies from the Literature 

 

Main Purpose of DEM of Box Test Reference 

Validation [80] 

Validation and influence of modeling particle abrasion on ballast 

vertical settlement 

[119] 

Influence of confinement on ballast vertical settlement [120] 

Influence of particle shape on ballast vertical settlement  [121] 

Influence of confinement on ballast vertical and lateral settlement [160] 

Influence of geogrid and ballast fouling on ballast vertical and lateral 

settlement 

[17] 

Influence of loading frequency on ballast vertical settlement [139] 

Influence of particle shape and breakage on ballast vertical settlement [128] 

Influence of under sleeper pads on ballast vertical settlement [142] 
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3.12 Gap of Knowledge Related to DEM of Railroad Ballast  

DEM is a powerful tool for understanding and visualizing the mechanical 

behavior of railroad ballast. DEM can visualize the microscopic and macroscopic 

behavior of railroad ballast through a comprehensive insight into the contact force 

distribution and particle displacement during loading. DEM can study the effect of 

different parameters of railroad ballast like particle shape, particle size distribution, 

particle breakage and fouling on the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. 

Many Researchers used DEM to understand the mechanical behavior of railway 

ballast. Most of the DEM models for railroad ballast were used to calibrate material 

properties or validate experimental tests. For example, particle crushing test [80, 183, 

184], uniaxial test [80, 116, 125, 138], triaxial  test [122, 123, 126, 137, 144, 150, 183], 

direct shear test [79, 124, 129, 135, 141, 167, 185, 186] and box test [17, 80, 119-121, 

128, 136, 139, 142, 160, 177]. Some researchers modeled ballast layer under a number 

of sleepers [16, 118, 127, 174, 187] and under one sleeper [78, 143, 166, 167] to 

represent the track/half-track condition using DEM for a low number of loading cycles. 

However, Full track analysis under dynamic train loading for a large number of 

loading cycles is not fully understood using DEM. The main limitation of DEM is the 

massive requirement of computational time despite the advancement of computational 

resources. The effect of dynamic loading due to track and rail irregularities on the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast has not been fully investigated yet. Most of the 

studies on modeling the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast modeled ballast under 

quasit-static loading. 

The length scale and dimension of the DEM model and number of loading 

cycles are a trade-off between realistic modeling and computational time. Large-scale 

and three-dimensional ballasted track DEM model using a large number of loading 
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cycles reflect the real ballasted track condition. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to 

model this case using DEM as it requires huge computational time.  

From the literature, DEM was used mainly to validate experimental tests related 

to railroad ballast for a small-scale model. Most of the studies modeled the behavior of 

railroad ballast for short term using a low number of load cycles under a pure 

continuous sinusoidal loadings. 

3.13 Research Novelty 

As discussed above, most of the researchers used DEM to model railroad ballast 

behavior under pure continuous sinusoidal loading through box test. A train consists of 

a number of cars. Each car has a number of axles with different spacing. Each axle 

applies a load on the track substructure. The train loading is not a pure continuous 

sinusoidal loading. The train loading depends on the train weight, car length, axle 

number and axle spacing.  

In this study, DEM of box test is used to model the behavior of railroad ballast 

under different simulated train loadings; to understand the mechanical behavior of 

railroad ballast under different simulated train loadings. Moreover, it is used to 

investigate the influence of simulated train loading on the mechanical behavior of 

railroad ballast.  

In this work, the simulated train loadings include a more realistic train loading 

simulated utilizing the BOEF theory; and sinusoidal loading based on train speed and 

axle spacing. The results from a more realistic simulated train loading utilizing the 

BOEF theory are compared with those from sinusoidal loading.  
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CHAPTER 4: MODELING METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

4.1 Introduction 

Ballast is the main element of a ballasted railway track. Ballast layer has 

significant functions. It acts as a loading platform as it distributes and transfer the train 

loads to subgrade layer. It plays a vital role in maintaining the track alignment and 

stability. After service, ballast deforms and degrades. Maintenance of ballast material 

is required. Maintenance activity is costly and requires large operational time. 

Understanding the mechanical behavior of ballast behavior leads to efficient 

maintenance and better design. From the literature, experimental and modeling 

approaches are used to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast.  

Large scale experimental apparatuses are needed to understand the railroad 

ballast mechanical behavior under the real conditions. Indraratna et al. [10] recommend 

avoiding the use of conventional tests for granular material as they rottenly produce 

confusing results due to the large granular particles size relative to test sample size. 

Large scale experimental instruments are used for several tests like uniaxial, triaxial 

and box test. Large scale triaxial and box tests are commonly used in evaluating and 

understanding the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast experimentally.  

Significant effort in modeling the ballast is done in the literature to understand 

the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. Field and large-scale experimental tests are 

used to evaluate and understand the real mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. 

Nevertheless, testing ballast behavior either in the field or in the lab is an expensive 

exercise. Alternatively, modeling the mechanical behavior based on theoretical models 

that reflect the real mechanical behavior is introduced. The main significant advantages 

of modeling approach are the conservation of cost and work in comparison to the 

experimental approach. Modeling approaches can be used to understand and evaluate 
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the behavior of railroad ballast under different loading conditions and material 

properties. Furthermore, modeling develops the knowledge and tools needed for 

predictions. Such tools have the potential to make huge financial savings within the 

design constraints. 

There are two different types of modeling methods used to model the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast based on the problem-solving type; analytical 

and numerical. The key concerns and limitations of each modeling method is described 

in the previous chapter.  

In this study, the numerical Discrete Element Method is used to model the 

behavior of railroad ballast. 

From the literature, most of the researches related to understanding the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast using DEM used sinusoidal loading to simulate 

train loading. Sinusoidal loading is a pure continuous function. Train loading is not pure 

continuous sinusoid. The train loading has a different shape than sinusoidal. Based on 

many factors such as car length, car weight, axle number and axle spacing. In this study, 

the influence of simulated train loading on modeling the behavior of railroad ballast 

using DEM is investigated. Analytical modeling utilizing the Beam on Elastic 

Foundation (BOEF) theory is used to simulate a more realistic train loading. The 

numerical Discrete Element Method is used to model the behavior of railroad ballast 

under different simulated train loading. The results from more realistic simulated train 

loading utilizing BOEF theory are compared with those from sinusoidal loading.  

Simulating the entire track is computational and time expensive activity. 

Therefore, small box portion of real track is simulated by box test as illustrated in Figure 

23. Box test was used extensively in the literature to understand the mechanical 

behavior of railroad ballast as described in the previous chapter. 
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In this study, the modeling process is done into two parts using two modeling 

methods (Figure 24). Part 1, using analytical modeling to simulate the more realistic 

train loading utilizing Beam on Elastic Foundation (BOEF) theory. Part 2, using 

numerical Discrete Element Method (DEM) to model the behavior of railroad ballast 

under different simulated train loading via box test. In discrete element modeling of 

railroad ballast, the model setup is done first. Then, the simulated material of railroad 

ballast using DEM is calibrated using angle of repose test; to ensure the right assigned 

and used properties of railroad ballast in the model. After that, EDEM software is 

customized through EDEM Application Program Interface (API) to support force 

control mode. Ballast material is created, and preloading is applied. Finally, simulated 

train loading cases are defined and applied through developed force control mode in 

EDEM. There are two different simulated train loading cases used in this study as 

described below (4.3.6). Case 1 is a more realistic train loading simulated based on 

BOEF theory. Case 2 is a sinusoidal loading based on train speed and axle spacing. The 

modeling process is summarized and demonstrated in Figure 25. 

This chapter discusses the modeling methods and procedures used to model the 

behavior of railroad ballast under different simulated train loadings. 
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Figure 23: Box simulation area of a railway track. 

 

Figure 24: Modeling methods. 
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Figure 25: Modeling process. 

4.2 Part 1: Analytical Modeling Utilizing BOEF Theory 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Analytical models of ballasted tracks are founded on mathematical models. 

These models describe the mechanical behavior of each track element based on its 

characteristics. There are two approaches to analytically model a ballasted track based 
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on support nature; continuous or continuous discretely supported models as shown in 

Figure 26. 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Analytical models for ballasted track where rail is (a) continuously supported 

(b) discretely supported.  

In the first approach, rails are modeled as beams on a continuously supported 

foundation. Although, the first approach does not show all the features of ballasted track 

such as sleeper spacing, it determines the most significant properties of its mechanical 

behavior [188]. The second approach counts for sleeper spacing where rails are 

modeled as discretely supported beams. The first analytical model for ballasted track 

was introduced by Winkler [69] and identified as Beam on Elastic Foundation (BOEF). 

Where the ballasted track is modeled as continuous Bernoulli beam representing the 

rails, supported by continuous and elastic foundation known as Winkler foundation as 

shown in Figure 26 (a). The Winkler foundation is modeled as continuous linear elastic 

springs representing the other track elements underneath the rails (i.e. Rail pads, 

sleeper, ballast and sub-ballast).  
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From the literature, the ballasted track elements have been analytically modeled 

using different structural elements based on their characteristics. In general, rails are 

modeled as beams based on two beam theories; Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam 

theories [189, 190]. Sleepers are modeled as rigid masses. Other track elements such as 

rail pads and ballast layer are modeled as mass-spring systems. The track subgrade is 

modeled either as a rigid foundation or half space. More information about the ballasted 

track analytical models can be found in [191]. 

In this study, the BOEF theory is utilized to simulate a more realistic train 

loading that will be used as an input parameter in part 2 (DEM of simulation box test) 

as shown in Figure 27. The rail is modeled as Euler-Bernoulli beam discretely 

supported by rail pads to count for the sleeper spacing. The rail pad is modeled as a 

spring with constant stiffness (kpad). Measurement point is the location of DEM 

simulation box test. Figure 27, describes the infinite BOEF model. 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Infinite BOEF model used in this study to simulate train loading. 
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4.2.2 Solving the Governing Differential Equation 

Governing equation of the system (Figure 27) is a homogenous linear Ordinary 

Differential Equation (ODE) to the fourth order (equation 4.1). 

𝐸𝐼
𝑑 𝑢

𝑑𝑥
+ 𝑘 𝑢 = 0                                                       (4.1) 

where, EI is the rail bending stiffness, kpad is the rail pad stiffness and u is the 

displacement response. 

To simplify the solving process, the infinite beam splits into two semi-infinite 

beams (Figure 28). Analysis is taken into consideration for the right part.  

 

 

 

Figure 28: Right part of infinite BOEF model. 

With the following boundary conditions: 

𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 0 ⇒  𝜃 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 =
−𝑃

2
 

 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 → ∞ ⇒ 𝑢 → 0      

where θ is the rotation and P is the applied force 

The solution of equation 4.1 can be written as  

𝑢 = 𝑒                                                                        (4.2) 

substitution of equation 4.2 in equation 4.1 gives: 
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𝐸𝐼𝛼 + 𝑘 = 0 , 𝛼 = √−4𝜆                                         (4.3) 

where, 

 𝜆 =
𝑘

4𝐸𝐼
  

and the values of the roots are 

𝛼 = (1 + 𝑖)𝜆, 𝛼 = (−1 + 𝑖)𝜆, 𝛼 = (−1 − 𝑖)𝜆 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝛼 = (1 − 𝑖)𝜆 

The solution can be written as shown in equation 4.4 

𝑢 = 𝐴 𝑒( ) + 𝐴 𝑒( ) + 𝐴 𝑒( ) + 𝐴 𝑒( )                         (4.4) 

where A1, A2, A3 and A4 are constants. Equation 4.4 can be simplified into  

𝑢 = 𝑒 (𝐴 𝑒 + 𝐴 𝑒 ) + 𝑒 (𝐴 𝑒 + 𝐴 𝑒 )                           (4.5) 

using the relationships of:  

𝑒𝑖𝜆𝑥 = cos(𝜆𝑥) + 𝑖 sin(𝜆𝑥) 

𝑒−𝑖𝜆𝑥 = cos(𝜆𝑥) − 𝑖 sin(𝜆𝑥) 

equation 4.5 can be written as 

𝑢 = 𝑒 [(𝐴 + 𝐴 ) cos(𝜆𝑥) + (𝑖𝐴 − 𝑖𝐴 ) sin(𝜆𝑥)]                                     

+ 𝑒 [(𝐴 + 𝐴 ) cos(𝜆𝑥) + (𝑖𝐴 − 𝑖𝐴 ) sin(𝜆𝑥)]                          (4.6) 

Equation 4.6 can be simplified with introducing new constant parameters  

𝑢 = 𝑒 [𝐵 cos(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐵 sin(𝜆𝑥)] + 𝑒 [𝐵 cos(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐵 sin(𝜆𝑥)]              (4.7) 

where B1, B2, B3 and B4 are constants which are complex and can be found by applying 

the boundary conditions. By applying the first boundary condition which says that as 

𝑥 → ∞ ⇒ 𝑢 → 0 . B1 and B2 can be found which are equal to zero because at that 

boundary condition 
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𝑥 → ∞ ⇒ 𝑒 → 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒 → ∞. 

Using the values of B1 and B2 equation 4.7 can be written as  

𝑢 = 𝑒 [𝐵 cos(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐵 sin(𝜆𝑥)]                                               (4.8) 

Recalling the relationships for slope (𝜃), moment (M) and shear (F) 

𝜃 =
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
, 𝑀 = 𝐸𝐼

𝑑 𝑢

𝑑𝑥
 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 =

𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑥
 

and applying the second boundary condition at 

𝑥 = 0 ⇒  𝜃 =
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
= 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 =

𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑥
=

−𝑃

2
  

to equation 4.8 

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
= [−𝜆𝑒

−𝜆𝑥
𝐵3(cos(𝜆𝑥) + sin(𝜆𝑥))]+ [𝜆𝑒 𝐵 (cos(𝜆𝑥) − sin(𝜆𝑥))] = 0 

   
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑥
= −𝜆𝐵 + 𝜆𝐵 = 0 

   ∴ 𝐵 = 𝐵                                                                       (4.9) 

The second boundary condition is used to find the values of the constants B3 and B4  

at 

𝑥 = 0 ⇒  𝐹 =
𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑥
=

−𝑃

2
  

𝑀 = 𝐸𝐼
𝑑 𝑢

𝑑𝑥
= 𝐸𝐼 [2𝜆 𝑒 (𝐵 cos(𝜆𝑥) + 𝐵 sin(𝜆𝑥))]                            (4.10) 

The differentiation of equation 4.10 with respect to x gives the following: 

𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑥
= 2𝐸𝐼𝜆3𝑒−𝜆𝑥[𝐵3(cos(𝜆𝑥) + sin(𝜆𝑥)) − 𝐵4(cos(𝜆𝑥) + sin(𝜆𝑥))]             (4.11) 

applying the boundary condition in equation 4.11 which gives  

4𝐸𝐼𝜆 𝐵𝑡 =
−𝑃

2
 

where 

𝐵𝑡 = 𝐵3 = 𝐵4                                                       (4.12) 
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Equation 4.12 can be simplified to find the value of Bt 

𝐵𝑡 =
−𝑃

8𝐸𝐼𝜆
                                                                       (4.13) 

Back substitution of Bt from equation 4.13 into equation 4.8, provides the general 

solution 

𝑢 =
−𝑃

8𝐸𝐼𝜆
𝑒 [cos(𝜆𝑥) + sin(𝜆𝑥)]                                               (4.14) 

Equation 4.14 can be used to find the vertical displacement at distance “x” from the 

applied force. The simulated train loading (Ftrain) at the measurement point can be 

obtained by multiplying equation 4.14 by the rail pad stiffens (kpad) using the following 

relationship 

𝐹 = 𝑢𝑘                                                                  (4.15) 

 

 

4.3 Part 2: Discrete Element Modeling of Railroad Ballast 

4.3.1 Ballast Material Setup 

4.3.1.1 Material Properties 

The first step in setting up the simulation is defining the material properties. 

EDEM requires from the user to define the properties of two types of materials used in 

the simulation; bulk and equipment materials. It is essential to define the material 

properties correctly that represent the material behavior. The bulk material in this 

simulation is railroad ballast material. While, the equipment materials are box and 

sleeper material (4.3.2.1). 

Contact models that are used to calculate the contact forces between distinct 

elements are mainly based on the material properties. There are different contact models 

used in modeling railroad ballast as discussed previously in section 3.6. In this study, 
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the Hertz-Mindlin contact model is used based on the recommendation of Di Renzo and 

Maio [132]. Besides that, it is the default contact model in EDEM. 

Most of the studies related to DEM of railroad ballast did not consider the 

particle breakage in their simulation and used low number of loading cycles due to huge 

requirement of computational time as described in section 3.11.1. In this study, particle 

breakage of railroad ballast is not considered to minimize the high requirement of 

computational time.  

Railroad ballast has certain material properties. Most of them are well know 

from the literature and can be used directly in the simulation. Other ballast material 

properties cannot be used directly in the simulation. They require certain modifications 

since the contact mechanism in DEM is a simplification of the real scenario. For 

example, Youngs Modulus of railroad ballast. Railroad ballast has a value of Youngs 

Modulus almost equal to 30 GPa [6, 7]. From the literature, a smaller value of Youngs 

Modulus is used because the contact surface area in DEM is much greater than the real 

case as shown in Figure 29. Some material properties in the literature are defined based 

on various calibrations with experimental tests. For example, material properties related 

to particle scale such as coefficient of restitution, coefficient of static friction and 

coefficient of rolling friction.  
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Figure 29: Geometry of contact for (a) real and (b) simulated cases. 

The required bulk material properties are different form DEM software package 

to other. EDEM requires six bulk material properties; Poisson’s ratio, solid density, 

Young’s modulus or shear modulus, coefficient of restitution, coefficient of static 

friction and coefficient of rolling friction. In EDEM, either Young’s modulus or shear 

modulus of the material is defined. Table 12 summarizes the required ballast material 

properties in EDEM software, the used values in the literature for each parameter and 

the used values for each parameter in this study. The used material properties for 

railroad ballast is assigned in EDEM as shown in Figure 30. 
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Table 12: Values of Railroad Ballast Material Properties Used in the Literature and in 

This Study 

Parameter Definition Values Used in the 

Literature 

Values Used in 

This Study 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

“Poisson ratio is the ratio 

of transverse contraction 

strain to longitudinal 

extension strain in the 

direction of stretching 

force” [192] 

 In the range of 

0.18-0.2 [193, 

194]. 

 0.2 [117] 

0.2 

Solid 

Density 

Sometimes called particle 

density. It is the ratio of 

total solids mass to their 

volume.[195] 

 In the range of 

2500-2700 kg/m3 

[194]. 

 2600 kg/m3  [80, 

139]. 

2600 kg/m3 

Young’s 

Modulus  

Is the measure of the 

material stiffness. It is the 

ratio of the stress applied 

to the strain formed in a 

material in the elastic 

region. 

 In the range of 2.4 

– 24.0 GPa [117]. 

 Irazábal et al. 

[146] suggested a 

minimum value of 

17.7 GPa for 

spherical shapes  

17.7 GPa 

(correspondent to a 

Shear Modulus of 

7.5 GPa). 
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Cont. Table 12: Values of Railroad Ballast Material Properties Used in the Literature 

and in This Study 

Parameter Definition Values Used in 
the Literature 

Values 
Used in 
This 
Study 

Interaction properties between ballast particles 

Coefficient of 

Restitution 

Is the ratio of the relative velocity 

of the two particles after collision 

to the relative velocity of the two 

particles before collision. 

 It is well known 

in the literature 

as 0.4 [193]. 

 0.2 [136]. 

 0.4 [146]. 

0.4 

Coefficient of 

Static Friction 

Is ratio of static friction force to 

the applied normal force 

 In the range of 

0.577 and 0.839 

[194]. 

 0.5 [136]. 

 0.6 [196]. 

 0.6 [146] 

0.6 

Coefficient of 

Rolling Friction 

 

Is ratio of force that resists the 

rolling motion to the applied force 

that cause rolling motion 

 0.25 [146] 0.25 
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Figure 30: Input parameters assigned in EDEM for ballast material properties.
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4.3.1.2 Particle Shape and Size Distribution 

There are different shapes and approaches used in the literature to model railroad 

ballast using DEM. From the literature, railroad ballast particles were modeled based 

as polyhedrons, spheres or multi-sphere (clump).  

Polyhedrons can represent the ballast shape including particle angularity. However, 

the contact detection and calculations are complicated for the polyhedrons. A contact 

detection algorithm and contact models need to be defined. There is a low number of 

contact models for polyhedrons compared to spheres. There are three types of contacts 

that need a proper mathematical representation for polyhedron; face to face, face to 

edge and edge to edge. Although the complex particle shape using polyhedrons 

represents the real ballast shape, it costs huge computational time. 

Spheres are used mostly in modeling railroad ballast using DEM. Because most of 

contact models are based on spherical shapes. Modeling ballast behavior requires lower 

computational time compared to polyhedrons. The contact detection algorithm and 

models are well defined in the literature for spherical shapes.  

Spheres does not reflect the angular shape of railroad ballast. Multi-sphere and 

rolling resistance approaches are used to model railroad ballast. In multi spheres 

approach, the number of spheres used impacts on the computational time. Representing 

the real ballast shape requires a complicated DEM simulated particle shape. Whether 

using spheres or polyhedrons. Although the complexity of a particle shape represents 

the real shape of the ballast particle, it requires a huge computational time. The 

comparison between the different shapes and approaches are discussed in detail in 

section 3.7.  

In this study, a spherical shape with a rolling friction resistance approach is used. 

The main advantage of this approach is the low computational time compared to multi-
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sphere and polyhedrons approaches as discussed above. The contact detection and 

contact force calculation are straight forward as the particle consists of one sphere with 

known radius center and position. The number of spheres is lower with relative to multi-

sphere approach.  

There are various particle size distributions used for railroad ballast worldwide as 

discussed in section 3.8. The most common and used gradation for railroad ballast is 

AREMA gradations [8]. In this study, the common AREAM No. 24 gradation is used. 

In EDEM, there are five options to define the size distribution of the particle; fixed, 

random, normal, log-normal and user defined distributions. The “user defined” option 

is used to define AREMA No.24 gradation in EDEM. In this option, one particle size 

is created and EDEM creates different particles’ sizes based on radius scale and mass 

percentage defined by the user. First, the particle of ballast is created with a radius of 

37.5 mm (largest radius in AREMA No.24 distribution) as shown in Figure 31. Then, 

the defined radius scale and mass percentage of other particle sizes are defined in 

EDEM based on AREMA No.24 gradation (Figure 31). Figure 32, shows the used PSD 

of ballast material based on AREMA No.24 gradation.  

Table 13, summarizes the used material properties of railroad ballast used in 

this study. 
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Figure 31: Sphere with diameter of 75 mm and AREMA No. 24 gradation used to simulate railroad ballast material. 
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Figure 32: Used particle size distribution to simulate railroad ballast according to 

AREMA No.24 gradation. 

Table 13: Summary of the Used Values of Ballast Material Properties in DEM 

Simulation 

Input used Parameters  Value 

Passions ratio 0.2 

Solid Ballast density 2600 kg/m3 

Youngs Modulus 17.7 GPa 

Shear Modulus 7.5 GPa 

Coefficient of Restitution 0.4 

Coefficient of Static Friction 0.6 

Coefficient of Rolling Friction 0.25 

Particle Shape Spheres 

Particle Size Distribution AREMA No.24 

Contact Model Hertz-Mindlin 
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4.3.1.3 Ballast Material Calibration 

In DEM, it is significant to use the right material properties that represent the 

material behavior. Some of the ballast material properties are well known and can be 

used directly in DEM simulation. However, number of ballast material properties 

related to particle scale are difficult to be measured experimentally due to its small 

scale. For instance, coefficient of restitution, coefficient of static friction, coefficient of 

rolling friction and particle shape. Therefore calibration test is required to ensure the 

accuracy of the material properties and simulation results [197]. 

Coetzee [182] presented a review on the calibration methods used to identify 

the material properties for DEM simulations including particle size, shape and 

distribution. There are two main calibration methods. The Direct Measuring and Bulk 

calibration methods. 

The Direct Measuring method, where the material properties inputted in DEM 

model directly after measuring them at particle or contact level. For example, Young’s 

modulus, coefficient of restitution, coefficient of static friction, coefficient of rolling 

friction and particle shape. It is very difficult to measure those parameters at contact or 

particle level, especially for small and irregular shape as the case of railroad ballast. 

The second calibration method is the Bulk method, where field or experimental 

test are done and then the numerical model is repeated by adjusting material properties 

until the results are in a good agreement with field/experimental test. The most 

commonly tests are angle of repose, uniaxial test and triaxial test. The method does not 

require the complex instruments to measure the material properties at a particle or 

contact level and assumptions and modifications can be done relative to contact models 

and particle shape respectively. It is a time expensive activity to do the numerical 

simulation many times until the numerical results are in a good agreement with 
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experimental results. Most of DEM simulations of railroad ballast was used for 

calibration purpose using Bulk calibration method as described previously in section 

3.12.  

In this work, the bulk calibration method using angle of repose test is used. 

Angle of repose is defined as the angle between the horizontal plane and the maximum 

slope of a stable soil  pile [198]. The angle of repose is different from a material to 

another. The angle of repose of a material is influenced by number of particle properties 

like particle shape [199-201], friction and rolling coefficients [202, 203]. However, it 

is not influenced by particle density, Poisson’s ratio or Young’s Modulus [204]. 

Railroad ballast has a typical angle of repose equal to 40 degrees [165]. There are 

different methods to measure the angle of repose of a material experimentally. Beakawi 

Al-Hashemi and Baghabra Al-Amoudi [205] reviewed the different experimental 

approaches used in the literature for measuring the angle of repose of granular materials 

including a comprehensive comparison between them.  

Chen et al. [165] used angle of repose test in his DEM simulation to calibrate 

railroad ballast material properties. The same test was used later by Irazábal et al. [146]. 

In this study, the geometrical set up of the test used is the same as in reference 

[165] as shown in Figure 33. Although the values of the ballast material properties in 

Table 13 are taken from literature, this calibration is required to ensure the accurate 

representation of ballast material. Furthermore, to show the validity of representing 

ballast irregular particle shapes as spheres with coefficient of rolling resistance.  

The calibration test is done using the ballast material properties in Table 13. The 

variable parameter is the coefficient of rolling resistance. The calibration test is done 

two times to investigate the influence of rolling friction coefficient on representing 

ballast shape. One time with zero value for coefficient of rolling friction and the other 
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time with 0.25 value. The zero value of rolling friction coefficient represents the pure 

spherite of particle shape. The 0.25 value represents the angularity of particle shape. 

Results of this calibration is discussed in section 5.2.1 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 33: Set up of angle of repose test using DEM. 

4.3.2 Box Test Setup 

4.3.2.1 Equipment Material Properties 

Equipment material is the second type of material in EDEM that needs to be 

defined and assigned before starting the simulation. Equipment material is assigned 

only to geometries. The equipment material has different properties compared to bulk 

material. It does not have a related particle shape or particle size distribution. In this 

simulation, there are two equipment materials used; steel for the box and concrete for 

the sleeper. The used values for the material properties for both materials are typical to 
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what is known in the literature. There is not enough literature on the interaction 

properties between equipment and ballast materials using DEM, default values from 

EDEM are used. Table 14, summarizes the properties of equipment materials used in 

this simulation.  

Table 14: Equipment Material Properties Used in DEM Simulation 

Parameter Steel Concrete 

Literature Used Literature Used 

Poisson’s ratio 

 

 Common  0.3  Common  0.25 

Solid Density  Common  7850 

kg/m3 

 Common  2400 kg/m3 

Young’s 

Modulus (Shear 

Modulus) 

 Common  26 GPa 

(10 

GPa) 

 Common 30 GPa (12 GPa) 

Interaction properties between Equipment materials and ballast 

Coefficient of 

Restitution 

 0.25 [8] 0.25 ---------------- 0.5 (default value 

in EDEM) 

Coefficient of 

Static Friction 

 0.7 [8] 0.7  0.7247 [206].  

 0.1-0.8 [207] 

 0.5-0.9 [208] 

 Has marginal 

influence of the 

simulation results 

[208] 

0.5 (default value 

in EDEM. No 

lateral forces are 

applied) 

Coefficient of 

Rolling Friction  

0.001 by 

Vizcarra et al. 

[8] 

0.001 ---------------- 0.01 (default 

value in EDEM) 
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4.3.2.2 Geometries Setup 

After defining the properties of the equipment materials. The dimensions of the 

geometries need to be defined. In EDEM, there are three geometrical shapes. Box, 

cylinder and polygon. In this study, box shape is used. The sleeper is created as a closed 

box. The box is created as an open box (upper face “Face1” is eliminated) to allow for 

sleeper vertical movement as shown in Figure 34. The equipment materials are 

assigned. Concrete material for sleeper and steel material for box. In EDEM, geometry 

is defined either as a physical or virtual. The virtual geometry does not interact with 

anything in simulation and is used mainly to create particles. While, the physical 

geometry interacts with the particles in the simulation and can be used to create 

particles. Particle creation is described in the below section. Both of sleeper and box 

are defined as physical geometries. The dimensions of the sleeper and box are defined 

and created as shown in Figure 35. 
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Figure 34: Box assigned parameters in EDEM. 
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Figure 35: Box test geometrical set up used in EDEM (dimensions in meters). 

4.3.3 Simulation Setting 

EDEM requires various parameters related to simulation setting to be defined 

before starting the simulation (Figure 36). For instance, integration method, time step, 

simulation time, data save point, grid cell size and simulator engine. Each parameter 

and the used value are discussed below.  
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Figure 36: Simulation settings in EDEM. 
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4.3.3.1 Integration method 

Time numerical integration is used to calculate numerically the particle velocity 

and position from Newton’s second law. There are different schemes of numerical 

integration used in DEM as discussed in section 3.4.  

There are two types of integration schemes in EDEM; Euler and Verlet. Euler 

integration scheme is the default one. Verlet scheme cost an additional 10% of 

computational time in EDEM compared to the Euler scheme [209].  

In this study, Euler integration scheme is used due to its simplicity and low 

requirement of computational time as described previously (3.4). 

4.3.3.2 Time step 

EDEM requires to define the time step used in the simulation before starting the 

simulation. Time step is the amount of time where EDEM performs contact detection, 

calculates and updates particles positions iteratively during the simulation. It is crucial 

to choose the appropriate time step in DEM simulation [81, 82]. There are two 

principles that should be considered in choosing the appropriate time step; excessive 

overlapping and propagation of surface wave disturbance. 

Simulation with a large time step has low number of saved data and calculation 

iterations compared to simulation with a small time step. Large time step requires low 

computational time. Large time step may produce inaccurate simulation results [83]. 

As particles behave unsteadily in the simulation with a large time step due to excessive 

overlapping between particles as shown in Figure 37. At the initial time the objects 

approach each other with certain velocities. After one large time step, their positions 

are updated with an apparent overlapping. This produces a large contact force which 

leads to incorrect calculations of particle positions. Too small-time step could provide 

accurate results but needs a huge computational time and produces huge saved data. 
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Therefore, the value of time step should be chosen to produce accurate results in an 

efficient computational time. The typical time step used in DEM simulations is in the 

range of 1×10-4 to 1×10-6 seconds.  

The movement of granular particle is influenced on the immediate contacts with 

its neighbors and the wave disturbance from far particles. This wave is called surface 

wave and identified as Rayleigh wave. The time step should be small enough to avoid 

the influence of wave disturbance from each particle to be propagated to other than 

neighbor particles. Large time step causes wave disturbance of each particle propagates 

to its neighbors’ particles and other faraway particles. This leads to inaccurate results. 

Figure 38 illustrates the influence of Rayleigh wave disturbance in small- and large-

time step. Where, in small step (Figure 38 a) particle 2 is moved due to the contact and 

wave disturbance from particle 1. In large time step (Figure 38 b), the wave disturbance 

caused by particle 1 propagates to more than its neighbor (particle 2) reaching to 

particle 3. This causes the incorrect positions of particles and simulation results.  

Therefore, a suitable time step is calculated based on the Rayleigh wave time 

(TR) using the below equation. 

𝑇 =
𝜋𝑅

𝜌
𝐺

(0.1631𝜐 + 0.8766)
                                                (4.16) 

where, TR is the Rayleigh time, R is the particle’s radius, 𝜌 is the particle density, G is 

the shear modulus of the material, 𝜐 is the Poisson’s ratio. 

The Rayleigh wave time is estimated from the Rayleigh wave speed. A fraction 

of the Rayleigh wave time is taken as a time step. The fraction of Rayleigh wave time 

ensures the realistic overlapping between particles (realistic contact forces) and avoids 

the disturbance of the Rayleigh wave to be propagated to more than the neighbor 

particles. This produces more stable and accurate results. The Rayleigh wave time 
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depends on different material parameters. Therefore, it is important to choose the right 

material parameters of railroad ballast as discussed later in this section. It depends on 

particle radius, density, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The default and 

recommended value of this fraction by EDEM is 0.2 (20% of TR). EDEM calculates TR 

based on the defined material properties. Besides, the used time step in the simulation 

is based on the fraction factor. In this study, the default fraction factor of 0.2 (20%) is 

used. The used time step is 1.93269×10-6 seconds.  
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Figure 37: Influence of large time step on particle contact mechanism. 

 

Figure 38: Influence of Rayleigh wave disturbance using (a) small and (b) large time 

steps. 

4.3.3.3 Simulation Time and Data Save 

The simulation time is the total amount of time in seconds that the simulation is 

run. In EDEM, the simulation time for each simulation is defined by the user. In this 

study, the simulation time is not fixed. Each loading case has its own simulation time 

to complete 1000 loading cycles. The simulation time for each case is discussed below 

in section 5.2.3. EDEM calculates the required iterations automatically once the 
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simulation time step and the simulation time are defined. The number of iterations is 

defined as the ratio of the simulation time to the time step. 

Data save is the amount of time where simulation data is saved. The data save 

is an option provided by EDEM. The larger the data saves, the lower computational 

time is required, where less data is saved and vice versa. The default value of the data 

save in EDEM is 0.01 seconds. In this study, 0.01 seconds is used as a data save. Once 

data save value is defined, EDEM automatically calculates the number of data save 

points and number of iterations per data point based on the simulation time, the time 

step and the data save time. EDEM provides a selective save option where certain 

selected data is saved (e.g. particle and geometry related data). In this study, this option 

is not used as all data is needed. 

4.3.3.4 Simulation Grid Cell Size and Simulator Engine 

Contact detection between particles is done by different approaches. There are 

two methods to detect contact between particles. The grid and tree based as described 

in section 3.5. Most of DEM software packages use the grid-based algorithm including 

EDEM. In grid-based approach, the simulation domain is divided into grid cells. EDEM 

searches for possible particle contacts in each cell. Then, EDEM identifies the contact 

details. 

It is necessary to define the grid cell size. The grid cell size does not affect the 

simulation result. It influences the computational time. The typical grid cell size is in 

the range of 3-6 of Rmin (minimum particle radius). Cell grid size below 2 of Rmin 

requires huge computational time. The estimated grid cell size in this study is equal to 

4 of Rmin which is 0.0190 m as shown in Figure 36. 

In EDEM, the simulator can run in two modes Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

or in Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). This is based on the license type and 
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computational resources. The computer used in this study has an i9 intel CPU which 

consists of 14 cores and a “NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti” GPU. The best scenario to 

reduce the computational time is to use both modes in ruining EDEM i.e. CPU and 

GPU modes running in parallel. EDEM default license includes the usage of CPU mode 

only using 8 cores. It is optional to increase the number of CPU cores or add GPU mode 

to EDEM license. However, any additional core of CPU or usage of GPU mode are 

considered as an additional option and cost to the license. 

The additional cores to the license have a marginal influence on the 

computational time. From 8 cores to 12 cores the computational speed increases by a 

factor of 1.5. Regarding GPU, EDEM 2018 does not support the GPU mode using API. 

In this stud, API is used to customize the control mode in EDEM as described in 4.3.4. 

Therefore, EDEM default license is used in this study. EDEM default license includes 

the usage of 8 cores of CPU mode, EDEM Application Programming Interface (API) 

for user Defined Libraries and Default CAD Import Option. 

4.3.4 Control Mode 

There are two modes of control used in the experimental tests; displacement and 

force control modes. 

Displacement control mode is defined as the application of a load on the 

material using displacement with a specified rate where the failure of the material 

occurs in a non-destructive way. Non-destructive failure means that the material can 

surpass the load after this point. The displacement control mode is used to monitor 

specific material properties under fatigue. For example, the change of material stiffness 

during the test. 

Force control mode is the application of a load on the material using a force 

with a specified rate until the failure of the material (destructive failure) occurs. After 
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this failure, the material cannot surpass the load anymore. The force control represents 

the real field condition and it is used commonly to obtain the ultimate strength of the 

material [210]. 

From the literature, most of experimental work and DEM models used to 

understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast via box test, used the force 

control mode. It represents the field condition and provides a descriptive data for the 

ultimate failure of ballast layer (2.5). 

In this study, the force control mode is used. Although EDEM software supports 

the use of displacement control mode, EDEM can be customized to support the force 

control mode using Application Programming Interface (API) through C++, which is 

the basic language of the software.   

4.3.4.1 Aim and Description of the Validation Exercise  

This exercise aims to show the concepts of the developed subroutine that uses 

force control in EDEM software using the API via C++ language. Different C++ codes 

are written and customized to represent the different input simulated loading to be used 

in this study via EDEM (Appendix). 

By default, EDEM can define linear and sinusoidal translations to geometry 

based on displacement control. The displacement control requirements in EDEM differ 

from normal software interface and coupling interface using API via C++. In the normal 

software interface EDEM requires the start time, end time, velocity and acceleration to 

define the geometrical motion. In the coupling interface, EDEM requires the total 

translation and velocity per time step to define the geometrical motion. 

In this exercise, the DEM simulation is used for the illustration and validation 

purposes. The illustration includes the set of equations and C++ program algorithm 
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used to make EDEM work in a force control mode. The validation is done by validating 

the developed set of equations with the results obtained from the simulation. 

The DEM model of this exercise consists of a small cubical box with a volume 

of 0.1 m3 and a square plate with side dimension of 0.1 m (Figure 39). The box is filled 

with spherical particles. After the particles reached the equilibrium state, the plate 

compresses the particles using the force control mode. All the parameters used in this 

exercise related to the simulation are the default parameters by EDEM.  

 

 

Figure 39: DEM simulation of a small box used for the force control mode exercise. 

4.3.4.2 Set of Equations 

In force control mode, there are two forces applied on a geometry at contact 

(compression scenario). The top force is the input (application) force. The bottom force 

is the contact (response) force between the material and the geometry.  
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The system that needs to be solved consists of a mass (geometry) and two forces 

(Figure 40). The input force (Fi) from the top is a virtual force in EDEM. The response 

force (Fc) from the bottom is the total contact forces on the geometry. The response 

force is known from EDEM. 

 

 

 

Figure 40:  Free body diagram of the geometry at contact. 

The governing equation of the above system is homogenous linear Ordinary 

Differential Equation (ODE) of the second order.  

𝑚
𝑑 𝑢

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝐹 = 𝐹                                                            (4.17) 

with an initial value of 

𝑢(0) = 0 and
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
(0) = 0 

where m is the geometry mass, u is the displacement response, Fc is the contact force 

and Fi is the virtual input force. The different simulated train loading (4.3.6) are used 

as Fi. At time (t), Fc is the only unknown parameter. To find Fc, a numerical 

integration is required. 
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There are several types of numerical integration schemes. Euler numerical 

integration is used to be consistent with the default EDEM simulation settings (4.3.3.1). 

EDEM uses Euler integration scheme as a default option for particles’ positions 

calculations. 

To solve equation 4.17 numerically, the second order ODE is converted to first 

order ODE. This is done by introducing new variable z 

𝑧 =
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
                                                                            (4.18) 

𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑑 𝑢

𝑑𝑡
                                                                        (4.19) 

and initial value of 𝑧(0) = 0 . 

Substituting equations 4.18 and 4.19 to 4.17 gives 

𝑚
𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝐹 = 𝐹                                                                       (4.20) 

Solve for  using the initial value of  𝑧(0) = 0, the acceleration (a) of the geometry 

at time t is equal to 

𝑎(𝑡) =
𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐹 −𝐹

𝑚
                                                               (4.21) 

where 𝐹 is known and 𝐹 is obtained from EDEM. 

Euler numerical integration method with a time step of ∆𝑡 is used to find the velocity 

of the geometry (𝑣) at time t+1  

𝑣(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑧 = 𝑧 +
𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑡
∆𝑡                                                      (4.22) 

Integrating equation 4.22 with respect to t and using equation 4.18, the translation of 

the geometry (𝑢) at time t+1 is equal to 

𝑢 = 𝑢 + [
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
] ∆𝑡                                                            (4.23) 
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equation 4.23 can be written as  

𝑢 = 𝑢 + 𝑧 ∆𝑡                                                                 (4.24) 

Both velocity (equation 4.22) and translation (equation 4.24) of the geometry are known 

at time t+1.  

The previous equations (equations 4.21, 4.22 and 4.24) are used in EDEM 

coupling interface to simulate the movement of the geometry based on force control. 

EDEM simulates the translation and velocity of the geometry at each timestep that 

corresponds to the required predefined force (Fi). 

Different C++ codes are written and customized to represent the different input 

loading types used later in this study through EDEM. The different input loading types 

include: constant loading used in the preloading process; sinusoidal loading used in 

Case 2; simulated train loading utilizing BOEF used in Case 1. The C++ codes for the 

previous loading types are shown in the Appendix. 

The validation of this code is done by validating equation 4.17, where the 

predefined input force (Fi) is known and the response contact force (Fc) is obtained from 

EDEM. The validation results of this exercise for different predefined loading force 

types are discussed in section 5.2.2. 

4.3.4.3 C++ Program Algorithm 

The algorithm of C++ program that is written to customize EDEM using the 

previous equations to work in force control mode is described below: 

1. Defining the essential C++ libraries (e.g. iostream) 

2. Defining EDEM library (e.g. IEDEMCoupling.h) that allows the user to use all the 

EDEM related functions in C++ and initialize the coupling. 

3. Defining the parameters used in the C++ code (e.g. geometry translation)  
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4. Initializing the coupling between EDEM and C++ source code via API using 

“IEDEMCoupling coupling” function in C++ via EDEM coupling interface. 

5. Default displacement control of EDEM is used.  

6. Geometry moves down with a predefined velocity. 

7. Contact force from particles close to the predefined force (Fc=0.98 Fi). 

8. Stop displacement control mode and use force control mode. 

9. Fc and u of the geometry at time (t) is obtained from EDEM using 

“coupling.getGeometryForces” and “coupling.getGeometryTranslation”  functions 

respectively, in C++ via EDEM coupling interface. 

10. Fi at time (t) is calculated based on the applied force type (e.g. constant, sinusoidal, 

simulated train loading from BOEF). 

11. Geometry acceleration at time (t) is calculated using equation 4.21. 

12. Geometry velocity and position are updated for the next time step (t+1) using 

equations 4.22 and 4.24 respectively. 

13. Simulate the geometry translation using the calculated velocity and position form 

12 using “coupling.setGeometryMotion” function in C++ via EDEM coupling 

interface. 

14. Back to step 9 until the end of simulation time. 

4.3.5 Ballast Layer Creation and Preloading 

It is essential to ensure the initial ballast status in ballast creation stage using 

DEM with relative to field condition.  In the field, the required bulk density of railroad 

ballast should be more than 1400 kg/m3 with accordance to Australian standards (AS 

1141.4). Navaratnarajah and Indraratna [211] reported that the typical field density of 

railroad ballast is 1560 kg/m3 that corresponds to a void ratio of 0.73 approximately. 

The initial void ratio of railroad ballast is in the range of 0.6-0.8 [35]. From the 
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literature, ballast particles are created and compacted to different void ratios using DEM 

(e.g. 0.65 [128],0.67 [120],0.69 [136] and 0.82 [17]).  

In EDEM, particles are created using geometrical factories. There are two types 

of factories; static and dynamic. The static factory creates particles while the simulation 

is paused. The particles are created first then the simulation is run. Dynamic factory 

creates particles during the simulation. The simulation is not paused during particle 

creation. 

To create particles in EDEM, a geometrical factory needs to be defined. In this 

simulation the physical box geometry is used as a dynamic factory to create the 

particles. The dynamic factory type is used as it is closer to the reality where ballast 

material is poured in a box. The input mass is 29.25 kg which is calculated based on a 

field bulk density of 1560 kg/m3 [211] and a box volume of 0.25×0.25×0.3 cubed 

meters. 

The default generation rate in EDEM is 5000 kg/s. The value of generation rate 

is defined based on the number of trails. In this study, the used generation rate is 700 

kg/s. A larger number of generation rate (more than 700 kg/s) gives a warning message 

that the factory is not large enough to create particles at this rate. A smaller number of 

generation rate (less than 700 kg/s) requires more time to create the particles. At each 

time step EDEM tries to create the particles based on the defined rate (20 times default 

value of maximum attempts to place particles). This rate is converted to mass per time 

step after starting the simulation. The particles are created right after starting the 

simulation. The factory settings used in this simulation is shown in Figure 41. 

In this simulation, the particles are created and reach equilibrium after 3 seconds 

of the simulation time with a total number of 4842 particles. The created material has a 

void ratio of 0.7 that corresponds to a bulk density of 1531 kg/m3. Figure 42 shows the 
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particle creation process at the first and last stages of the simulation. Figure 43 shows 

the mass of the created particles during the simulation. 
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Figure 41: Factory required parameters for particles creation. 
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Figure 42: Particle creation at (a) 0.01 and (b) 3 seconds
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Figure 43: Created mass of particles during the simulation time. 

Then, preloading stage is applied to ballast material. In the field, ballast layer is 

exposed to a static load and live load. The static load consists of the weight of rails and 

sleepers. The live load is the train load. From its name, the preloading stage is the stage 

before the passages of trains; and it represents the static load. It is essential to consider 

the preloading stage in the simulation before applying the simulated train loading. The 

preloading calculation is done for the simulated box. Figure 44, shows the distribution 

of the static load by sleeper and rail exerted on the simulation box.  
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Figure 44: The weight distribution of sleeper (Ws) and rail (Wr) on the simulation box. 

The preloading value is calculated based on typical weights of rail and concrete 

sleeper. Rail typically weighs 65 kg/m [8]. Concrete sleeper typically weighs 360 kg 

[8]. The typical spacing between sleepers (s) is 0.7 m [80]. The value of preloading (Pr) 

is calculated based on below equation: 

𝑃 = 9.81 × (𝑊 × 𝑠) + = 2212.16 N                      (4.25) 

where, Pr is the preloading (N), Wr is the typical weight of rail per unit length (kg/m), 

Ws is the typical weight of concrete sleeper (kg), s is the typical spacing between 

sleepers (m). 
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The constant value of preloading force is used in the force control mode using 

the developed set of equations (4.3.4) via EDEM API. EDEM supports the 

displacement mode of geometries. The EDEM API is an additional interface used in 

EDEM to allow users for any further customizations. In this study, the API is used to 

customize EDEM to support the force control mode. C++ is used as it is the basic 

language of EDEM. The main logic behind customizing EDEM via API using C++ 

language is described in details in section 4.3.4.  

The preloading stage takes 2 seconds of simulation time to achieve the 

equilibrium state of ballast particles (Figure 45). The increment of the total force on the 

sleeper bottom in the initial stage of the simulation is due to the transition from 

displacement control to force control mode; where in the displacement control the 

acceleration of the geometry is zero (inertial force of the geometry is zero) then it 

increases to a value at a small timestep. This increment causes the sudden increase in 

the total force; due to the significant contribution of the inertial force at that timestep. 

Therefore, the simulation is done for 2 seconds to achieve the equilibrium state of 

ballast particles. 
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Figure 45: Total force on the sleeper bottom during the preloading stage for the 2 second 

simulation time. 

 

Figure 46: End of preloading stage at 2 second of simulation time. 
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4.3.6 Simulated Train Loading 

4.3.6.1 Loading Cases 

As discussed above that most researchers in the literature simulated the train 

loading as a pure continuous sinusoid based on axle spacing and train speed; unlike the 

actual loading induced by the trains. The loading induced from the train is not a pure 

sinusoid. There are various parameters affect the train loading like train speed, car 

length, car weight and axle spacing. 

To investigate the influence of simulated train loading on the behavior of 

railroad ballast using DEM; Beam on Elastic Foundation (BOEF) theory is utilized to 

simulate a more realistic train loading. The results from more realistic simulated train 

loading are compared with those from sinusoidal loading.  

  Discrete Element method is used to model the behavior of railroad ballast 

under two simulated train loading cases via Box Test. The train loading cases is 

simulated for an infinite train that passes a measurement point on the track. The 

measurement point is the simulation box.  

There are two loading cases used in this study as described in Table 15. Case 1 

is the more realistic train loading simulated utilizing Beam on Elastic Foundation 

(BOEF) theory as described in section 4.2. For this case, the simulated train has 

different axle spacings and same car length as shown in Figure 47. The description of 

the parameters in Figure 47 is given in Table 16. 
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Table 15: Description of the Two Loading Cases Used in This Study 

Case Description 

Case 1 Simulated infinite train loading utilizing BOEF theory 

Case 2 Simulated infinite train loading as sinusoidal loading with frequency 

based on axle spacing of L1 

 

 

 

Figure 47: Simulated train dimensions. 

Table 16: Description of the Parameters in Figure 47 

Parameter Description 

L Typical spacing between the first axle of two consecutive train cars 

L1 Typical spacing between the two front and rear axles 

L2 Typical spacing between the second and third axles 

L3 Typical spacing between the fourth axle and first axle of two consecutive train 

cars 

x  

v The train velocity  
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Case 2 is a sinusoidal loading type with a frequency based on a typical axle 

spacing of L1 that equals to 2.5 m and a train speed of 100 km/h (Doha Metro maximum 

train speed); which corresponds to a loading frequency of 11.11 Hz. From the literature, 

most of the calculated frequency of sinusoidal load is based on the axle spacing of L1 

and in the range of 1.5-2.6 m.  

Aursudkij et al. [48, 212] presented that the usual loading frequency for a 

normal train is in the range of  8 – 10 Hz and for a high speed train it may extend to 30 

Hz; assuming an axle spacing of 2.6 m and a train speed of 75-94 km/h. Indraratna et 

al. [123] used sinusoidal loading with various ranges of frequencies 10, 20, 30 and 40 

Hz in their triaxial test using DEM. Their cyclic loading frequencies were calculated 

based on an axle spacing of about 2 m that corresponds to different train velocities (73, 

145, 218 and 291 km/h). Chen et al. [160] used a sinusoidal loading with a frequency 

of 20 Hz in their DEM simulation of box test. The frequency was calculated based on 

an axle spacing of 2.02 m which corresponds to a train velocity of 146 km/h. Ngo et al. 

[17] used sinusoidal loading in their DEM simulation of box test. In their study, they 

used an axle spacing of almost 1.5 m of a train speed of 80 km/h that corresponds to a 

frequency of 15 Hz.  

4.3.6.2 Number of Loading Cycles 

The number of loading cycles used in the literature for modeling the behavior 

of railroad ballast using DEM varied as shown in Table 7. In the field, ballast 

deformation and degradation occurs after a large number of loading cycles, beyond 

100,000 [120] . Ngo et al. [17] And Chen et al.[160] used 500,000 and 200,000 loading 

cycles in their experimental tests respectively. However, the maximum number of 

loading cycles used in DEM to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast 

is 6000 for a 2D model and 4000 for a 3D model by [120] and [17] respectively. This 
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is due to the huge requirement of the computational time by DEM which is the main 

limitation. Therefore, the number of loading cycles used in this study is 1000 loading 

cycles. 
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter includes two main sections; analysis and results and discussion.  In 

the analysis section, the analysis of several perspectives used in this study and described 

in the previous chapter are discussed. The perspectives are ballast material calibration, 

control mode and simulated train loading. These perspectives are required to simulate 

the behavior of railroad ballast under different train loading using DEM. These 

perspectives produce results that require analysis. More information about the previous 

perspectives can be found in the previous chapter.  

In the results and discussion section, the main results of this study are 

highlighted and discussed. The section is divided into two subsections; macroscopic 

behavior and microscopic behavior. The first two subsections highlight the results of 

this study related to ballast behavior under different simulated train loading cases using 

DEM.  

5.2 Analysis 

5.2.1 Ballast Material Calibration 

The angle of repose test is used to calibrate ballast material properties using 

DEM as described in section 4.3.1.3.  

The calibration test is done using the ballast material properties given in Table 

13. The calibration test is done two times. One time with zero value of coefficient of 

rolling friction and the other time with 0.25 value; to investigate the influence of rolling 

friction coefficient on representing ballast shape. The zero value of rolling friction 

coefficient represents the pure spherite of particle shape. The 0.25 value represents the 

angularity of particle shape.  

In calibration simulation, the particles are created inside the hopper. After 

reaching the steady state of the particles, the particles are freely deposited from a square 
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hopper with 25 cm side, located at 0.7 m above the ground. The angle of repose is 

measured for both cases as shown in Figure 48.  

The angle of repose for the first simulation is 8 degrees (Figure 48 a). The angle 

of repose for the second simulation is 40 degrees (Figure 48 b). The ballast material 

properties in the second simulation represent the behavior of railroad ballast. Because 

it develops a typical angle of repose for railroad ballast [165]. This simulation ensures 

the validity of ballast material used in Table 13 to represent ballast in DEM. 

Therefore, the material properties in Table 13 are used in this study as a 

representation of ballast material using DEM. 
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Figure 48: Measured angle of repose for (a) spheres with zero value of coefficient of 

rolling friction and (b) spheres with 0.25 value. 
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5.2.2 Control Mode 

Although EDEM software supports the use of displacement control mode, 

EDEM can be customized to support force control mode using Application 

Programming Interface (API) through C++ as discussed in section 4.3.4.  

In this study, a subroutine program is developed to allow the use of force control 

mode in EDEM through EDEM API; based on a developed set of equations (4.3.4.2) 

and program algorithm (4.3.4.3). The validation exercise aims to show the concepts of 

using force control in EDEM software using the API through C++ language as 

described in section 4.3.4.1. Different C++ codes are written and customized to 

represent the different input loading application types to be used in EDEM as shown in 

Appendix. The developed set of equations are described in section 4.3.4.2. The C++ 

code algorithm is discussed in section 4.3.4.3. 

There are three predefined types of loading applications used in this study. 

Those loadings represent the predefined input force (Fi). Constant loading, sinusoidal 

loading and more realistic simulated train loading utilizing BOEF theory. The constant 

loading is required and used in the preloading stage as described in section 4.3.5 . The 

other two types of loading are used to study the influence of simulated train loading on 

behavior of railroad ballast using DEM as described in section 4.3.6. The three loading 

types used in this exercise are for validation purpose only.  

In this exercise, the plate starts moving downward based on displacement 

control mode until it is in contacts with the particles; where the plate starts to move 

based on force control. The movement of the plate is based on force control mode using 

EDEM API. The validation of this code is done by validating equation 4.17. In other 

words, the sum of the inertial force (ma) and predefined input force (Fi) equals to the 

response contact force (Fc). The predefined input force (Fi) is known and the response 
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contact force (Fc) is obtained from the simulation using EDEM. The inertial force (ma) 

is calculated based on the difference of Fc and Fi. Then the inertial force is added to the 

predefined force (Fi) to compare the summation with the response contact force (Fc) 

and validate equation 4.17. The simulation time for this exercise is two seconds. 

The results show good agreement between the summation of the inertial force 

and Fi with Fc as shown in Figure 49, Figure 50 and Figure 51 for constant loading, 

sinusoidal loading and simulated train loading respectively. For the sinusoidal loading 

type (Figure 50), two simulations with different frequencies are used to ensure the 

validity of the developed code for low and high loading frequency. Low frequency 

equals to 1 Hz and high frequency equals 20 Hz. As expected at high frequency inertial 

force of the geometry is more than at low frequency due to the dynamic effects (higher 

gematrical acceleration results to higher inertial force).  

The increment of the total force on the sleeper bottom in the initial stage of the 

simulation for the all loading types is due to the transition from displacement control to 

force control mode; where in the displacement control the acceleration of the geometry 

is zero (inertial force of the geometry is zero) then it increases to a value at a small 

timestep. This increment causes the sudden increase in the total force; due to the 

significant contribution of the inertial force at that timestep.  
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Figure 49: Validation of constant loading type. 
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Figure 50: Validation of sinusoidal loading type. 
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Figure 51: Validation of simulated train loading type. 
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5.2.3 Simulated Train Loading 

In this study, two loading cases are used to investigate the influence of simulated 

train loading on railroad ballast using DEM (4.3.6). The loading cases are described in 

Table 15. Each loading case is described below in a particular section. As discussed 

previously in section 4.3.4, all the loading cases are applied in EDEM using the 

developed force control code mode through EDEM coupling via EDEM API. 

Case 1 is the more realistic train loading simulated utilizing the Beam on Elastic 

Foundation (BOEF) theory as described in section 4.2. Case 2 is a sinusoid loading with 

a frequency calculated based on simulated train speed and axle spacing. 

5.2.3.1 Simulation Time 

Each loading case has a certain simulation time to complete 1000 loading cycles 

as shown in Figure 52. The simulation time is the estimated required time used in 

EDEM, to complete 1000 cycles for each loading case. A total of 281 seconds of 

simulation time is required to complete the simulations of the two loading cases. Each 

loading case is simulated to complete 1000 loading cycles. However, in the below 

sections the loading cases are shown for the first 2 seconds for illustration purpose.  
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Figure 52: Required simulation time for each loading case to complete 1000 loading 

cycles. 

5.2.3.2 Loading Cases 

Case 1 is the more realistic train loading type simulated utilizing BOEF theory 

as discussed in section 4.2. Case 2 is a sinusoid loading type with a frequency based on 

the simulated train speed and most commonly used axle spacing (L1 ) in the literature 

as described in section 4.3.6.1. For fair comparison purpose, the peak to peak amplitude 

of the sinusoidal loading case is taken from Case 1; where point A is the maximum 

loading point and B is the minimum loading point.  

The simulated loadings for Case 1 and Case 2 are shown in Figure 53 and Figure 
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point B in Case 1 are used as a rang of the peak to peak amplitude for loading Case 2 

for fair comparison purpose. Point C, represents the flying sleeper phenomenon due to 

the more realistic simulated train loading utilizing BOEF theory. Points A, B and C 

represent loading values equal to -5.40 × 10  N, -696.82 N and -2.21 × 10  N 

respectively 
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Figure 53: Case 1. 

 

Figure 54: Case 2. 
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Table 17: Parameters Used to Simulate Loading Case 1 

Used Parameter Value 

Rail Bending Stiffness (EI - N.m2) 5×106  

Rail Pad Stiffness (kpad - N/m) 20×106  

Wheel load (P - N) 73575 corresponds to 15 ton of axle load 

Train Velocity (v- km/h) 100  

L1 (m) 2.5  

L2 (m) 15  

L3 (m) 1.25  

x (m) 0.625  

 

Table 18: Parameters Used to Simulate Loading Case 2 

Used Parameter Case 2 

Train Velocity (v- km/h) 100  

Maximum Loading Point (A-N) 5.4×10   

Minimum Loading Point (B-N) 2.2×10   

Frequency (f -Hz) f=
v

L1
=11.11 

 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

Discrete Element Method is a powerful numerical tool in understanding the 

mechanical behavior of discontinuous material like railroad ballast. The main 

advantage of DEM is, its ability to visualize the macroscopic and microscopic behavior 

of railroad ballast. In this study, the DEM is used to simulate the mechanical behavior 

of railroad ballast under different simulated train loading cases using box test.  
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In this section, the mechanical behavior (macroscopic and microscopic) of 

railroad ballast under different simulated train loading cases are discussed and 

compared. Furthermore, the section highlights the influence of simulated train loading 

cases on the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast using DEM. Moreover, this section 

presents the computational time taken to complete the total simulations for two different 

loading cases.  

The section is divided into three subsections; macroscopic behavior, 

microscopic behavior and computational time.  

5.3.1 Macroscopic Behavior  

In this subsection, the macroscopic behavior of railroad ballast under different 

simulated train loading is discussed and compared. The comparison is based on Case 

1; where loading Case 1 is a more realistic train loading simulated utilizing BOEF 

(sections 4.2). The main parameter used for discussion and comparison of the 

macroscopic behavior of railroad ballast is ballast layer displacement. The influence of 

different simulated train loading cases for 1000 loading cycles on ballast displacement 

is discussed and compared.  

To measure the displacement of ballast layer, it is not practical to take the 

average displacement of distinct ballast particles at each time step/cycle and compare 

the results; therefore, the displacement of ballast layer is measured and represented by 

the displacement of sleeper which can be obtained easily in EDEM. 

5.3.1.1 Ballast layer Displacement  

There are two simulated train loading cases used in this study; Case 1 and Case 

2. Case 1 is a more realistic simulated train loading, simulated utilizing the BOEF 

theory. Case 2 is a sinusoidal loading with a frequency based on the simulated train 

speed and axle spacing of L1, frequently used in the literature. The Absolute 
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Displacement (AD) of ballast layer under both loading cases for1000 loading cycles is 

shown in Figure 55.   

The AD versus the number of loading cycles is used to compare the results 

between the two loading cases; and to investigate the influence of simulated train 

loading on ballast mechanical behavior using DEM as shown in Figure 55. The AD of 

the sleeper is taken at each cycle for each loading case. The AD for the two loading 

cases has the same increasing trend relative to cycle number as shown in Figure 55. The 

AD of ballast layer increases with the number of loading cycles for both loading cases. 

This trend agrees with the literature [17, 35, 118, 139, 213, 214].  

At the initial 10 loading cycles for both cases, the ballast layer displaced rapidly 

with a high rate of change as shown in Figure 56 (a) ; while at the last 10 loading cycles 

ballast displaced gradually as shown in Figure 56 (b). At the initial stage, the rapid 

ballast layer displacement occurs due to the initial particle rearrangement. However, 

the gradual settlement of ballast layer at the last stage of loading is due to the ballast 

layer densification. This agrees with the experimental observation of Ngo et al.[17] that 

ballast layer under cyclic loading undergoes three stages. Initial rapid displacement, 

gradual displacement and stabilization. The stabilization stage is not observed in this 

simulation due to the low number of applied loading cycles. 

Therefore, ballast layer compaction is required to reduce the initial 

displacement. In the field, ballast layer undergoes a compaction process before traffic 

operations to reduce this type of displacement. The compaction process is done by 

different methods like natural stabilization (number of train passes at a slower speed of 

traffic trains), dynamic stabilization ( application of vertical load with lateral vibration 

of rails using specialized equipment) or crib compaction (vertical vibration of 

compactor plates placed at crib and shoulder of ballast with application of vertical load 
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using specialized equipment) for new ballast [215]. For old ballast, compaction is done 

during ballast maintenance by tamping or stone blowing processes using vibratory 

tines. 

 

 

 

Figure 55: Absolute displacement of ballast layer versus loading cycles for the two 

loading cases. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 56: Absolute displacement of ballast layer at the (a) first 10 cycles and (b) last 

10 cycles for the both cases. 
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For better representation and comparison between the results shown in Figure 

55, the least square fitting method is used. The logarithmic function type is used to 

represent the AD of both loading cases with a close R2 value to 1. The best fit 

logarithmic representation and equations of AD for both loading cases are indicated 

and showed in Figure 57 and Table 19 respectively.  

As shown in Figure 57, the two loading cases result in a different AD of ballast 

layer. The highest values of AD of ballast layer in this study are 17.52 mm and 18.4 

mm for Case 1 and 2 respectively. Loading Case 2 results in a higher displacement of 

ballast layer compared to loading Case 1. This can be explained due to the high 

frequency associated with loading Case 2 that introduces dynamic effects to the system, 

besides, the continuous full loading and unloading during the simulation; unlike Case 

1 where there is a partial loading and unloading as well as some rest periods due to the 

different axle spacings of the simulated train. The dynamic effects from Case 2 do not 

only affect the macroscopic behavior of railroad ballast, they affect also the microscopic 

behavior of railroad ballast from a particle scale as will be discussed in the next sub 

section.  

To have an idea about the agreement of the results from this study to the 

literature, the maximum AD of ballast layer from this study is compared to other studies 

in the literature. However, there are different study parameters used in the literature 

compared to this study e.g. study type, loading type and loading range. Therefore, the 

maximum AD of ballast layer form other studies from the literature that have a close 

study parameters to this study, are used for a comparison purpose. Ballast displacement 

in this study has good agreement with the literature as shown in Table 20. 

The rate of change of the AD is not uniform for both loading cases. Both loading 

cases have almost a steep slope in the first 50 loading cycles due to the rapid initial 
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displacement of the ballast particles. Then, the slop of each loading case after the 50th 

cycle drops gradually; where rearrangement of ballast aggregates occurred at this stage. 

This agrees with the experimental observation of Ngo et al. [17]. 

 

 

 

Figure 57: Best fit of the absolute ballast displacement versus cycle number for Case 1 

and Case 2. 
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Table 19: Best Fit Equations and R2 Values of the Absolute Maximum Ballast 

Displacement Versus Cycle Number for Each Loading Case  

Case Best Fit Equation R2 value 

1 y = 2.9141 ln(x) - 2.6087 0.94 

2 y = 2.7911 ln(x) - 0.8752 0.97 
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Table 20: Maximum Absolute Ballast Vertical Displacement Results from the Literature 

Test Study Type Loading Type 
Loading Range 

and Frequency 

Maximum Absolute 

Ballast Vertical 

Displacement  

Corresponding 

Loading Cycle Number 
Reference 

Box Test 
Numerical using 

DEM 

Loading cases 

(4.3.6) 

[2.2-54] kN 

11.11 Hz (4.3.6 & 

5.2.3) 

17.52 & 18.4 mm 1000 
This 

Study 

Box Test Experimental Sinusoidal 
[3-40] kN 

3 Hz 
≈20 mm 1000 [35] 

Box Test Experimental Sinusoidal 
[3-40] kN 

3 Hz 
20 mm 1000 [213] 

Track- Three 

Sleepers 

Numerical using 

DEM 

Simulated 

train loading  
[0-14] kN ≈13-16 mm 1000 [174] 

Box Test Experimental Sinusoidal 

[3-10,20,30 and 

40] kN 

3 Hz 

≈15-23 mm 1000 [214] 

Box Test 
Numerical using 

DEM 
Sinusoidal 

 [0-202] kN 

15 Hz 
≈12-16 mm 1000 [17] 
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The percentage error of AD at each loading cycle is calculated, to compare the results 

of the sinusoidal loading case (Case 2) with the more realistic simulated train loading 

(Case1) as shown in Figure 58. 

The calculation of percentage error of AD is based on the below equation: 

𝑃𝐸 =
 𝐶 −   𝐶  

𝐶
× 100                                                   (5.1) 

where, PEN is the percentage error at N which is the cycle number, 𝐶  is the value of 

the best fit of AD for Case 2 at the Nth cycle number and 𝐶  is the value of the best fit 

of AD for Case 1 at the Nth cycle number.  

The simulated train loading type used in DEM of railroad ballast influences the 

mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. The maximum difference occurs at the initial 

stage of loading due to the high initial rapid displacement of ballast particles resulting 

from the dynamic effects associated to sinusoidal loading ; where a maximum 

difference of up to almost 14% is shown between the simulated train and sinusoidal 

loadings as indicated in Figure 58. The percentage error decreases with the loading 

cycle number to reach a minimum difference of almost 5% at the 1000th loading cycle. 

This due to the gradual displacement of ballast particles which resulted from the 

particles rearrangement and densification.  
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Figure 58: Percentage error between best fit functions of the AD of ballast resulted from 

the two loading cases. 

5.3.2 Microscopic Behavior 

Discrete Element Method is a powerful numerical tool in understanding the 

microscopic mechanical behavior of granular material like railroad ballast. It accounts 

for the discontinuity property of railroad ballast. The key advantage of DEM is that it 

provides a comprehensive insight to the velocity, displacement and force of distinct 

particle during the simulation unlike other modeling methods.  

In this subsection, the microscopic mechanical behavior of railroad ballast 

under two loading cases is highlighted and discussed. Furthermore, this subsection 
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emphasized on the significance of DEM to understand and visualize the microscopic 

behavior of railroad ballast from a particle scale. 

5.3.2.1 Particles’ Velocities  

The distribution of particles’ velocities under the minimum and maximum loads 

at the 1000th cycle are shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60 for Case 1 and Case 2 

respectively.  

For all the cases, at the minimum load the particles’ velocities are less than at 

the maximum load of the 1000th cycle. Moreover, particles velocities under the sleeper 

is higher than particles far way the sleeper. The particles velocities decrease as going 

down away from the sleeper bottom.  

The different values of particle velocities for both loading cases highlight the 

influence of simulated train loading on the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast. The 

sinusoidal loading case (Case 2) results in a higher particle velocity at the maximum 

and minimum loads of the 1000th loading cycle compared to Case 1 as shown in Figure 

61 ; due to the dynamic effects from Case 2. 
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Figure 59: Particles velocities at the 1000th cycle for (a) minimum and (b) maximum loads of Case 1. 
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Figure 60: Particles velocities at the 1000th cycle for (a) minimum and (b) maximum loads of Case 2. 
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Figure 61: Maximum particle velocity for each loading case at the minimum and 

maximum loading of the 1000th cycle. 

 

5.3.2.2 Particles’ Displacements 

The particles’ displacements at the minimum and maximum loads of the 1000th 

cycle are depicted in Figure 62 and Figure 63 for Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. 

Particle displacement is represented by a vector. The direction of the vector represents 

the direction of the particle displacement.  

For all the cases, at the maximum load, particles move downward and at the 

minimum load particles tend to move upwards. This can be clearly observed for loading 
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Case 2 (Figure 63); due to the high loading frequency that introduces dynamic effects 

to the system. This trend of particle movement agrees with the literature [80, 118].  
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Figure 62: Particles displacements at the 1000th cycle for (a) minimum and (b) maximum loads of Case 1. 
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Figure 63: Particles displacements at the 1000th cycle for (a) minimum and (b) maximum loads of Case 2. 
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5.3.2.3 Particles’ Forces  

Particles’ forces can also be visualized by DEM. The distribution of particle 

force under the minimum and maximum loads at the 1000th cycle are shown in Figure 

64 and Figure 65 for Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. The particle total force is defined 

as the magnitude of the resultant forces on a distinct particle. 

For all the cases, at the minimum load the particles forces are less than at the 

maximum load of the 1000th cycle. Moreover, particles forces under the sleeper are 

higher than particles far away from the sleeper. This trend agrees with the literature [80, 

118]. 

The particle force at the maximum and minimum loads of the 1000th for Case 2 

are higher than those Case 1 as shown in Figure 66. This is due to the dynamic effects 

from Case 2. 
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Figure 64: Particles forces at the 1000th cycle for (a) minimum and (b) maximum loads of Case 1. 
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Figure 65: Particles forces at the 1000th cycle for (a) minimum and (b) maximum loads of Case 2. 
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Figure 66: Maximum particle force for each loading case at the minimum and maximum 

loading of the 1000th cycle. 

5.3.3 Computational Time 

The computational time is defined as the processing time (actual time) taken to 

complete the simulation. The estimated computational time taken for each loading case 

to complete 1000 loading cycles are shown in Figure 67. The used computer in this 

study can simulate about 41 seconds of the simulation time (5.2.3.1) per day. 
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Figure 67: Estimated computational time for both loading cases. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 

WORK 

Ballasted railway tracks have been used intensively around the world. Ballast is 

the key component of a ballasted track. Ballast layer deforms and degrades under 

repetitive traffic loading. Ballast layer requires periodical maintenance. Ballast 

maintenance is an expensive activity. Therefore, the research about understanding 

ballast mechanical behavior has been increased for better ballast layer design and 

efficient periodical maintenance.  

In this work, Discrete Element Method (DEM) is used to model the behavior of 

railroad ballast. Modeling the entire track using DEM is computationally expensive. A 

box portion (box test) of the track is simulated.  

DEM is a powerful tool to visualize and understand both the macroscopic and 

microscopic behavior of railroad ballast. It provides a comprehensive insight to the 

discontinuous material from particle scale. For instance, particle velocity, displacement 

and force. However, its main limitation is the computational time. 

In this study, the bulk calibration method using angle of repose test is used; to 

ensure the accurate representation of ballast material used in DEM. Furthermore, to 

show the validity of representing ballast irregular particle shape as sphere with 

coefficient of rolling resistance. The obtained angle of repose is 40 degrees which is 

the typical value for railroad ballast. This ensures the validity of railroad material 

properties used in this work. 

It is essential to use in DEM a simulated train loading that represents the real 

case scenario. The simulated train loading should represent the train loading.  

From the literature, researchers used DEM to model railroad ballast behavior 

under pure continuous sinusoidal loading through box test. Train consists of number of 
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cars. Each car has a number of axles with different spacing. Each axle applies a load on 

the track substructure. The train loading is not a pure continuous sinusoidal loading. 

The train loading depends on train weight, car length, axle number and axle spacing.  

This study aims to understand the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast under 

different simulated train loadings using DEM. Moreover, to investigate the influence 

of different simulated train loadings on the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast 

using DEM. EDEM software by DEM Solutions is used for the analysis. MATLAB is 

used for loading cases analysis. EDEM software is a useful tool to be used for DEM 

analysis. EDEM can be customized to support force control mode using Application 

Programming Interface (API) through C++. The EDEM API is an additional interface 

used in EDEM to allow users for any further customizations. A set of equations and 

program algorithm are defined to make EDEM work using force control. A Different 

C++ codes are written and customized to represent the different input simulated loading 

cases to be used in EDEM. 

In this work, there are two simulated train loading cases. Case 1 is the train 

loading simulated utilizing Beam on Elastic Foundation (BOEF) theory to simulate a 

more realistic train loading. Case 2 is a sinusoidal loading with a frequency based on 

the commonly used axle spacing (L1) in the literature and train speed of the simulated 

train. The results from the more realistic simulated train loading utilizing BOEF theory 

are compared with those from sinusoidal loading. 

The simulated train loading type influences the mechanical behavior of railroad 

ballast where a maximum difference of up to almost 14% in the absolute displacement 

of the ballast layer is shown between the simulated train and sinusoidal loading.  

Further investigations are required to account for large numbers of loading 

cycles (long-term behavior); dynamic loading associated to high train speed, wheels 
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and track irregularities; particle breakage (permanent deformation); and the actual 

scenario of train loading (finite train with rest periods). It is recommended to develop 

new numerical schemes that require low computational time compared to DEM; to 

model the long-term behavior of railroad ballast for a larger model scale (ballasted track 

consisting of a number of sleepers). Further research work is needed to study the 

influence of simulated train loading cases on the mechanical behavior of railroad ballast 

using large scale experimental testing. 
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APPENDIX 

1- Constant Loading 

//QATAR UNIVERSITY 
//COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
//Masters of Science in Civil Engineering 
//Title: DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELING OF RAILROAD BALLAST UNDER SIMULATED TRAIN 
LOADING 
// Copyright  
// Yahia Alabbasi 
// June 2019 
 
//Validation-Constant Loading Type 
 
//C++ essential libraries  
#include <iostream> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <string> 
 
//EDEM Coupling libraries  
#include "IEDEMCoupling.h" 
#include "vectorMaths.h" 
 
using namespace std; 
using namespace NApiEDEM; 
 
//Defining the parameters 
class CGeometry 
{ 
public: 
 
 // ID 
 int         id; 
 
 // Name 
 string  name; 
 
 // sleeper Properties 
 double mass; 
 
 // External forces 
 C3dVector force; 
 C3dVector torque; 
 
 // Geometry accelerations & velocities 
 C3dVector   acceleration; 
 C3dVector   velocity; 
 C3dVector   angularVelocity; 
 
 // Geometry position 
 C3x3Matrix orientation; 
 C3dVector totalTranslation; 
 bool  movePoA; 
}; 
int main() 
{ 
 // Simulation settings 
 double simTime; 
 double dt; 
 unsigned int timeStepRatio = 10; 
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 double endtime = 2; 
  
 // Geometry Parameters 
 CGeometry sleeper; 
 C3dVector initialVelocity = { 0.0,0.0,-0.1 };//predefined velocity used 
for displacement control mode 
 sleeper.name = "sleeper"; 
 sleeper.mass = 0.06; 
 bool applyForce = false; 
 bool test = true; 
  
 //Loading Parameters used only in the validation exercise 
 C3dVector Fi; //Input load vector 
 double p = -100;// value of input load-constant 
 
 //Other Parameters 
 double t0; 
 
 //Coupling Initialisation 
 IEDEMCoupling coupling; 
 if (!coupling.initialiseCoupling()) 
 { 
  cout << "Can't intialise the EDEM Coupling Client" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 cout << "EDEM Coupling Client intialised" << endl << "Connecting to 
EDEM..." << endl; 
 // Connect to EDEM 
 if (!coupling.connectCoupling()) 
 { 
  cout << "Could not connect to EDEM" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 cout << "Connection to EDEM successful" << endl; 
 
 
 //Obtain Simulation Variables  
 // Get current simulation time 
 coupling.getEDEMTime(simTime); 
 
 // Get simulation time step 
 coupling.getEDEMTimeStep(dt); 
 dt *= timeStepRatio; 
 
 // Get the geometry ID 
 if (coupling.getGeometryId(sleeper.name.c_str(), sleeper.id)) 
 { 
  cout << "Found the geometry" << endl; 
 } 
 
 else 
 { 
  cout << "Could not find geometry" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 
 sleeper.movePoA = true; 
  
 //Main Simulation Loop  
 while (simTime < endtime) 
 { 
  simTime += dt; 
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  // Get current totaltranslation 
  coupling.getGeometryTranslation(sleeper.id, 
sleeper.totalTranslation); 
  // Get current geometry forces (Fc) 
  coupling.getGeometryForces(sleeper.id, sleeper.force, 
sleeper.torque); 
 
  // get the time when Fc close to Fi 
  if (test) 
  { 
   if (abs(sleeper.force.z()) > abs(0.98*p)) 
   { 
    applyForce = true; 
    coupling.getEDEMTime(t0); 
    test = false; 
   } 
  } 
 
  if (applyForce) 
  { 
   // Update force values 
   Fi = C3dVector(0, 0, p); 
   sleeper.force.setX(0); // Only 1 degree of freedom 
   sleeper.force.setY(0); // Only 1 degree of freedom 
   sleeper.force += Fi; // Fc-Fi 
 
   // Acceleration-equation 4.21 
   sleeper.acceleration = sleeper.force / sleeper.mass; 
 
   // Velocity-equation 4.22 
   sleeper.velocity += sleeper.acceleration*dt; 
 
   // Position-equation 4.24 
   sleeper.totalTranslation += sleeper.velocity*dt; 
  } 
 
  else // Initial compression using displacement control 
  { 
   sleeper.velocity = initialVelocity; 
   sleeper.totalTranslation += sleeper.velocity*dt; 
  } 
 
  //Update geometry Motion 
  coupling.setGeometryMotion(sleeper.id, 
   sleeper.totalTranslation, 
   sleeper.orientation, 
   sleeper.velocity, 
   sleeper.angularVelocity, 
   dt, 
   sleeper.movePoA); 
 
  // Simulate geometry motion 
  coupling.simulate(dt, endtime); 
 
 } 
 return 0; 
} 
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2- Sinusoidal Loading 

//QATAR UNIVERSITY 
//COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
//Masters of Science in Civil Engineering 
//Title: DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELING OF RAILROAD BALLAST UNDER SIMULATED TRAIN 
LOADING 
// Copyright  
// Yahia Alabbasi 
// June 2019 
 
//Validation-Sinusoidal Loading Type 
 
//C++ essential libraries  
#include <iostream> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <string> 
#include <cmath> 
 
//EDEM Coupling libraries  
#include "IEDEMCoupling.h" 
#include "vectorMaths.h" 
 
using namespace std; 
using namespace NApiEDEM; 
 
//Defining the parameters 
class CGeometry 
{ 
public: 
 
 // ID 
 int         id; 
 
 // Name 
 string  name; 
 
 // sleeper Properties 
 double mass; 
 
 // External forces 
 C3dVector force; 
 C3dVector torque; 
 
 // Geometry accelerations & velocities 
 C3dVector   acceleration; 
 C3dVector   velocity; 
 C3dVector   angularVelocity; 
 
 // Geometry position 
 C3x3Matrix orientation; 
 C3dVector totalTranslation; 
 bool  movePoA; 
}; 
int main() 
{ 
 // Simulation settings 
 double simTime; 
 double dt; 
 unsigned int timeStepRatio = 10; 
 double endtime = 2; 
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 // Geometry Parameters 
 CGeometry sleeper; 
 C3dVector initialVelocity = { 0.0,0.0,-0.1 };//predefined velocity used 
for displacement control mode 
 sleeper.name = "sleeper"; 
 sleeper.mass = 0.06; 
 bool applyForce = false; 
 bool test = true; 
 
 //Loading Parameters used only in the validation exercise 
 C3dVector Fi; //Input load vector 
 double p=100; // value of input load 
 double freq = 1; 
 double a = 50; 
 double pi = 3.141592653589793; 
 
 //Other Parameters 
 double t0; 
 double t_1; 
 
 //Coupling Initialisation 
 IEDEMCoupling coupling; 
 if (!coupling.initialiseCoupling()) 
 { 
  cout << "Can't intialise the EDEM Coupling Client" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 cout << "EDEM Coupling Client intialised" << endl << "Connecting to 
EDEM..." << endl; 
 // Connect to EDEM 
 if (!coupling.connectCoupling()) 
 { 
  cout << "Could not connect to EDEM" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 cout << "Connection to EDEM successful" << endl; 
 
 //Obtain Simulation Variables  
 // Get current simulation time 
 coupling.getEDEMTime(simTime); 
 
 // Get simulation time step 
 coupling.getEDEMTimeStep(dt); 
 dt *= timeStepRatio; 
 
 // Get the geometry ID 
 if (coupling.getGeometryId(sleeper.name.c_str(), sleeper.id)) 
 { 
  cout << "Found the geometry" << endl; 
 } 
 
 else 
 { 
  cout << "Could not find geometry" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 
 sleeper.movePoA = true; 
 
 //Main Simulation Loop  
 while (simTime < endtime) 
 { 
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  simTime += dt; 
 
  // Get current totaltranslation 
  coupling.getGeometryTranslation(sleeper.id, 
sleeper.totalTranslation); 
  // Get current geometry forces (Fc) 
  coupling.getGeometryForces(sleeper.id, sleeper.force, 
sleeper.torque); 
 
  // get the time when Fc close to first point of Fi 
  if (test) 
  { 
   if (abs(sleeper.force.z()) > abs(0.98*p)) 
   { 
    applyForce = true; 
    coupling.getEDEMTime(t0); 
    test = false; 
   } 
  } 
   
  if (applyForce) 
  { 
   // Update force values 
 
   t_1 = (simTime - t0) - dt; 
   p = -(a * sin((2 * pi*freq*t_1) + (0.5*pi)) + a); 
   Fi = C3dVector(0, 0, p); 
   sleeper.force.setX(0); // Only 1 degree of freedom 
   sleeper.force.setY(0); // Only 1 degree of freedom 
   sleeper.force = Fi + sleeper.force; // Fc-Fi 
           
     // Acceleration-equation 4.21 
   sleeper.acceleration = sleeper.force / sleeper.mass; 
 
   // Velocity-equation 4.22 
   sleeper.velocity += sleeper.acceleration*dt; 
 
   // Position-equation 4.24 
   sleeper.totalTranslation += sleeper.velocity*dt; 
  } 
 
  else // Initial compression using displacement control 
  { 
   sleeper.velocity = initialVelocity; 
   sleeper.totalTranslation += sleeper.velocity*dt; 
  } 
 
  //Update geometry Motion 
  coupling.setGeometryMotion(sleeper.id, 
   sleeper.totalTranslation, 
   sleeper.orientation, 
   sleeper.velocity, 
   sleeper.angularVelocity, 
   dt, 
   sleeper.movePoA); 
 
  // Simulate geometry motion 
  coupling.simulate(dt, endtime); 
 } 
 return 0;  
} 
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3- Simulated Train Loading utilizing BOEF 

//QATAR UNIVERSITY 
//COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
//Masters of Science in Civil Engineering 
//Title: DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELING OF RAILROAD BALLAST UNDER SIMULATED TRAIN 
LOADING 
// Copyright  
// Yahia Alabbasi 
// June 2019 
 
//Validation-Simulated Train Loading utilizing BOEF 
 
//C++ essential libraries  
#include <iostream> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <string> 
#include <cmath> 
 
//EDEM Coupling libraries  
#include "IEDEMCoupling.h" 
#include "vectorMaths.h" 
 
using namespace std; 
using namespace NApiEDEM; 
 
//Defining the parameters 
class CGeometry 
{ 
public: 
 
 // ID 
 int         id; 
 
 // Name 
 string  name; 
 
 // sleeper Properties 
 double mass; 
 
 // External forces 
 C3dVector force; 
 C3dVector torque; 
 
 // Geometry accelerations & velocities 
 C3dVector   acceleration; 
 C3dVector   velocity; 
 C3dVector   angularVelocity; 
 
 // Geometry position 
 C3x3Matrix orientation; 
 C3dVector totalTranslation; 
 bool  movePoA; 
}; 
 
//BOEF function 
double beam(double Pa, double EI, double k, double z) 
{ 
 
 double j = k / (EI*4.0); 
 double d = 0.25; 
 double lamda = pow(j, d); 
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 double d1 = ((-Pa) / (8.0 * EI*pow(lamda, 3.0))); 
 double d2 = exp(-lamda * abs(z)); 
 double d3 = cos(lamda*abs(z)) + sin(lamda*abs(z)); 
 double u = d1 * d2*d3; 
 return u; 
} 
 
int main() 
{ 
 // Simulation settings 
 double simTime; 
 double dt; 
 unsigned int timeStepRatio = 10; 
 double endtime = 2; 
 
 // Geometry Parameters 
 CGeometry sleeper; 
 C3dVector initialVelocity = { 0.0,0.0,-0.1 };//predefined velocity used 
for displacement control mode 
 sleeper.name = "sleeper"; 
 sleeper.mass = 0.06; 
 bool applyForce = false; 
 bool test = true; 
 
 //Loading Parameters used only in the validation exercise 
 double EI = 10e6/2; 
 double k = 40e6/2; 
 double Pa = 140; 
 double xm = 0; 
 double v = 27.7778; 
 double L1 = 2.5; 
 double L2 = 15; 
 double L3 = 1.25; 
 double L = 2 * L1 + L2 + L3; 
 double pi = 3.141592653589793; 
 C3dVector Fi; //Input load vector 
 double preload = -4; 
 double p= -102;//first point of Fi 
 
 //Other Parameters 
 double t0; 
 double t_1; 
   
 //Coupling Initialisation 
 IEDEMCoupling coupling; 
 if (!coupling.initialiseCoupling()) 
 { 
  cout << "Can't intialise the EDEM Coupling Client" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 cout << "EDEM Coupling Client intialised" << endl << "Connecting to 
EDEM..." << endl; 
 // Connect to EDEM 
 if (!coupling.connectCoupling()) 
 { 
  cout << "Could not connect to EDEM" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 cout << "Connection to EDEM successful" << endl; 
 
 
 //Obtain Simulation Variables  
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 // Get current simulation time 
 coupling.getEDEMTime(simTime); 
 
 // Get simulation time step 
 coupling.getEDEMTimeStep(dt); 
 dt *= timeStepRatio; 
 
 // Get the geometry ID 
 if (coupling.getGeometryId(sleeper.name.c_str(), sleeper.id)) 
 { 
  cout << "Found the geometry" << endl; 
 } 
 
 else 
 { 
  cout << "Could not find geometry" << endl; 
  exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 
 } 
 
 sleeper.movePoA = true; 
 
 //Main Simulation Loop  
 while (simTime < endtime) 
 { 
  simTime += dt; 
 
  // Get current totaltranslation 
  coupling.getGeometryTranslation(sleeper.id, 
sleeper.totalTranslation); 
  // Get current geometry forces (Fc) 
  coupling.getGeometryForces(sleeper.id, sleeper.force, 
sleeper.torque); 
 
  // get the time when Fc close to Fi 
  if (test) 
  { 
   if (abs(sleeper.force.z()) > abs(0.98*p)) 
   { 
    applyForce = true; 
    coupling.getEDEMTime(t0); 
    test = false; 
   } 
  } 
 
   if (applyForce) 
   { 
     
    t_1 = (simTime - t0) - dt; 
 

    double a1 = -0.625; // The initial distance 

from the simulation box to the first axle from the left=x 

    double m1 = round((-a1 - v * t_1) / L); 
    double u1 = beam(Pa, EI, k, -a1 - v * t_1 - (m1)*L) 
+ beam(Pa, EI, k, -a1 - v * t_1 - (m1 - 1)*L) + beam(Pa, EI, k, -a1 - v * t_1 - 
(m1 + 1)*L); 
 
    double a2 = a1 - L1; 
    double m2 = round((-a2 - v * t_1) / L); 
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    double u2 = beam(Pa, EI, k, -a2 - v * t_1 - (m2)*L) 
+ beam(Pa, EI, k, -a2 - v * t_1 - (m2 - 1)*L) + beam(Pa, EI, k, -a2 - v * t_1 - 
(m2 + 1)*L); 
 
    double a3 = a1 - L1 - L2; 
    double m3 = round((-a3 - v * t_1) / L); 
    double u3 = beam(Pa, EI, k, -a3 - v * t_1 - (m3)*L) 
+ beam(Pa, EI, k, -a3 - v * t_1 - (m3 - 1)*L) + beam(Pa, EI, k, -a3 - v * t_1 - 
(m3 + 1)*L); 
 
    double a4 = a1 - L1 - L2 - L1; 
    double m4 = round((-a4 - v * t_1) / L); 
    double u4 = beam(Pa, EI, k, -a4 - v * t_1 - (m4)*L) 
+ beam(Pa, EI, k, -a4 - v * t_1 - (m4 - 1)*L) + beam(Pa, EI, k, -a4 - v * t_1 - 
(m4 + 1)*L); 
 
    double u = u1 + u2 + u3 + u4; 
     
    p = ((k*u) + preload); 
 
    Fi = C3dVector(0, 0, p); 
    sleeper.force.setX(0); // Only 1 degree of freedom 
    sleeper.force.setY(0); // Only 1 degree of freedom 
    sleeper.force = Fi + sleeper.force; // Fc-Fi 
    // Acceleration-equation 4.21 
    sleeper.acceleration = sleeper.force / 
sleeper.mass; 
 
    // Velocity-equation 4.22 
    sleeper.velocity += sleeper.acceleration*dt; 
 
    // Position-equation 4.24 
    sleeper.totalTranslation += sleeper.velocity*dt; 
   } 
 
   else // Initial compression using displacement control 
   { 
    sleeper.velocity = initialVelocity; 
    sleeper.totalTranslation += sleeper.velocity*dt; 
   } 
 
  //Update geometry Motion 
  coupling.setGeometryMotion(sleeper.id, 
   sleeper.totalTranslation, 
   sleeper.orientation, 
   sleeper.velocity, 
   sleeper.angularVelocity, 
   dt, 
   sleeper.movePoA); 
 
  // Simulate geometry motion 
  coupling.simulate(dt, endtime); 
 } 
 return 0;  
} 
 

 


